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ABSTRACT 

 

Social media constructs a computer-mediated public space where individuals’ 

visibility and influence can be quantitatively measured by the number of likes, retweets, 

and followers they receive. These metrics serve as a reward system that not only reflects 

users’ popularity and social capital but also influences the climate of public opinion and 

deliberative democracy by encouraging and discouraging certain types of 

communication. Through analyzing Twitter data collected from U.S. congressional 

politicians and ordinary U.S. Twitter users in seven/eight waves, this study explores how 

communicative patterns—dual-process styles and sentiment—predict users’ social 

capital, likability, and popularity gains on Twitter as well as how political identity and 

intergroup communication moderate the relationships between these variables. It found 

that: (a) rational expressions increase social capital and popularity gains while emotional 

expressions increase likability gains; (b) positive expressions generate a curvilinear effect 

on social capital, likability, and popularity gains in the politician dataset; (c) compared 

with Democratic users, Republican users receive relatively more social capital, likability, 

and popularity gains from emotional and negative expressions than from rational and 

positive expressions; (d) rational expressions lead to relatively more likability and 
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popularity gains than emotional expressions in a group-salient context; and (e) positive 

expressions in ingroup/outgroup conversations generate opposite effects in the politician 

and ordinary user datasets. In addition, this study develops and advances computational 

methods in detecting communicative patterns, political identities, and intergroup 

communication. By implementing Distributed Dictionary Representations, this study 

creates metrics to measure dual-process thinking styles and sentiment in text; by 

developing a two-step model with deep learning using an attention mechanism, this study 

creates an interpretable method to detect political partisanship and intergroup 

communication.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Social media has changed human communication in many ways. It not only has 

influenced how people connect with each other, breaking down the physical or even 

social distance between individuals and providing ordinary people platforms to deliver 

their voices, but also has created new interactive languages—such as likes, retweets, 

hashtags, and at-mentions—facilitating people’s interactions in a computer-mediated 

environment. More importantly, social media has developed metrics that explicitly 

display users’ social capital, likability, and popularity. On social media, we can easily 

identify users who have more followers than others and whose posts receive more likes or 

comments than other users’ posts. These numbers indicate users’ visibility in public 

spaces and thereby are crucial indices in the attention economy. Having a large number 

of followers can make one an information hub or opinion leader and boost their self-

esteem (Burrow & Rainone, 2017) or their well-being (de Vries et al., 2020). Moreover, 

people with a large number of followers can become internet celebrities or social media 

influencers and thus monetize their fame (Lee, 2007), just like celebrities in the 

traditional entertainment industry. The last several years have witnessed the rise of this 

new type of digital economy (Duffy & Hund, 2015). 

In a political context, social capital, likability, and popularity not only influence 

individual benefits and well-being, but also have broader impacts on the communicative 

environments of public spaces, swaying public attention and opinions and thereby 

affecting our deliberative democracy. They do so by changing the visibility of individual 

users or messages and influencing these users’ willingness to participate in online 

political engagement (de Zúñiga et al., 2017) which is primarily discursive, centering on 
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writing, posting, sharing, commenting, liking, etc. about a variety of public issues. 

Although online political engagement is different from offline political activities such as 

holding political office, making political decisions, voting, and protesting, it is not less 

important than offline political activities. As a matter of fact, engaging in discursive 

politics not only implicitly influences governance and policies by swinging public 

opinion (Varnali & Gorgulu, 2015), but also influences direct participatory civic 

activities, such as elections or protests (de Zuniga et al., 2013). For example, as a medium 

of the 2009 protests in Iran, Twitter emboldened and engaged a larger population with the 

movement (Grossman, 2009); it also promoted the Arab Spring and the Occupy Wall 

Street movements (Kumar et al., 2014).  

The metrics of social capital, likability, and popularity create a reward system 

embedded in social media in which some messages are encouraged while others are 

discouraged. Messages sent from people who have a higher level of social capital, 

likability, or popularity on social media are more likely to be delivered to a wider 

audience and catch more public attention. This is because social capital, likability, and 

popularity on social media are important elements associated with social media’s rapid 

“information diffusion” (Zappavigna, 2012, p. 8), creating social media’s public 

influence. For instance, retweeting, which refers to one post being republished by others, 

facilitates spreading information from one's own connections to a broader audience. It 

only requires a simple click on the “retweet” button; through numerous retweets, a 

message can go viral and draw public attention in hours. Therefore, the number of times 

one post is retweeted usually reflects the popularity of that post. Besides retweeting, at-

mentioning (@), commenting, and liking are also interactive functions associated with 
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information promotion “within an attention economy where visibility is prized” (Page, 

2014, p. 31). These functions not only create social media’s wide public influence but 

also construct new relationships between users where unequal status and uneven power 

are implied. Users receiving retweets earn social capital and influence (Freelon et al., 

2016; Xu et al., 2012), whereas users retweeting others endow them with this capital 

(Boyd et al., 2010; Kim & Yoo, 2012). Through these functions, some users and their 

messages dominate public spaces and form a spiral where other users and messages are 

gradually overpowered. 

Therefore, this study aims to examine what types of communication lead to more 

gains in social capital, likability, and popularity on one of the most popular social media 

platforms, Twitter. Specifically, this study focuses on three different aspects of Twitter-

based communicative patterns: (a) based on dual-process thinking models in social 

psychology and the debate between rational (Habermas, 2001) and emotional (Mouffe, 

2005; Westen, 2008) political agencies in political science, this study plans to investigate 

how different types of dual-process thinking styles influence users' social capital, 

likability, and popularity; (b) based on discussions about the effects of positive and 

negative expressions (Bareket-Bojmel & Shahar, 2011; Graham et al., 2008; Sommers, 

1984; Tiedens, 2001) and especially the effects of combining different proportions of 

them (Robinson et al., 1995; Youssef & Luthans, 2011), this study attempts to detect a 

curvilinear relationship between positivity and social capital/likability/popularity; and (c) 

based on social identity and intergroup communication theories (Giles, 2012; Tajfel et al., 

1971; Tajfel & Turner, 1986), this study also aims to analyze how political partisanship 
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and ingroup/outgroup interactions moderate the effects of dual-process thinking styles 

and sentiment on social capital, likability, and popularity.   

This study consists of eight chapters. The current chapter is an introduction, 

explaining why studying the factors influencing online social capital, likability, and 

popularity matters. Chapter two defines social capital, likability, and popularity in the 

social media environment. Chapter three introduces communicative patterns based on 

dual-process thinking models and sentiment, proposing hypotheses about how 

communicative patterns influence social capital, likability, and popularity. Chapter four 

discusses political partisanship and intergroup communication and explains how they can 

potentially moderate the relationships between communicative patterns and social 

capital/likability/popularity. Chapter five provides information about data collection and 

variable measurement. Chapter six presents the results from inferential statistical models. 

Chapter seven interprets the results and discusses the implications and limitations of the 

findings. Chapter eight draws conclusions from the findings and summarizes the 

significance of this study. R and Python codes used in this study can be found in 

Appendices or at https://github.com/LingshuHu/DissCode.  

  

https://github.com/LingshuHu/DissCode
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 Chapter Two: Social Capital, Likability, and Popularity 

Liking, retweeting, and following are special interactive functions on social media 

without their roots in face-to-face communication. Liking refers to clicking on a “like” 

button under a post to indicate users’ emotions, affection for, and interest in the post (Lee 

et al., 2014); retweeting refers to republishing another post on the user’s social media 

page by clicking a “share/retweet” button attached to the post; following refers to 

clicking a “follow” button on another user’s profile to subscribe to, or constantly receive, 

their posts. The number of likes, retweets, and followers are often used as important 

metrics to measure users’ engagement and popularity. Studies show that receiving likes, 

retweets, and followers can increase individuals’ self-esteem (Burrow & Rainone, 2017) 

and well-being (de Vries et al., 2020), especially for those with low self-esteem 

(Antheunis et al., 2015). However, few studies explain the mechanics of how these social 

media metrics work and/or why they matter to individuals; researchers often take for 

granted, or simply assume, that they are desirable numbers that social media users want 

to increase.   

Social capital can be used to explain users’ motivation for pursuing likes, 

retweets, and followers. Bourdieu (1986) regards social capital as all resources generated 

by an individual’s social contacts. Similarly, Lin (2004) defines social capital as 

“resources accessible through social connections” and emphasizes that it contains 

“resources (e.g., wealth, power, and reputation, as well as social networks) of other 

individual actors to whom an individual actor can gain access through direct or indirect 

social ties” (p. 43). Both of the definitions emphasize social capital’s resource-like 

nature. This nature further leads to social capital’s functional value: in general terms, its 
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formation of “some aspect of social structures,” and facilitation of “certain actions of 

actors—whether person or corporate actors—within the structure” (Coleman, 1988, p. 

98). One specific instance is enhancing the status attainment process, which refers to 

individuals’ behavior of “mobiliz[ing] and invest[ing] resources for returns in 

socioeconomic standing” (Lin, 2004, p. 78). Research has found the effects of social 

capital on status attainment are beyond those that are ascribed to personal resources (Lin, 

2004). It’s easier, for example, for individuals who have more social capital to find jobs 

or obtain economic benefits. In this sense, while social capital itself may not directly 

generate returns, it nevertheless facilitates social or economic gains for individuals 

through the social connections built on it.  

Social media platforms create new possibilities for boosting social capital. They 

not only facilitate maintaining connections with strong social ties, such as family and 

friends, but also enable new connections among those who may not otherwise interact 

offline (Hofer & Aubert, 2013; Utz & Muscanell, 2015). In other words, social media 

helps individuals, especially marginalized and geographically isolated individuals, to find 

like-minded others and build connections regardless of physical limitations, altering 

traditional understandings of community (based on geo-spatial structure) and taking into 

consideration interpersonal relationships formed online (de Zúñiga et al., 2017; Rainie & 

Wellman, 2012).  

More importantly, social media changes the way one transforms social capital into 

social or economic benefits and transfers social capital from an implicit resource to a 

visible metric of value. On social media, social capital not only benefits individuals by 

facilitating their gaining resources from social ties, but also helps them obtain economic 
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or social profits directly from the number of connections they have. This is because social 

media enables the many-to-many communication approach for ordinary users, allowing 

them to broadcast information (Tucker et al., 2017). Followers on social media are not 

only members in social networks, but also audiences and readers. Such relationships 

break down the boundary between organizations, celebrities, and ordinary people, 

making “celebrity” become “a set of circulated strategies and practices that place fame on 

a continuum, rather than as a bright line that separates individuals” (Marwick & boyd, 

2011, p. 140). Individuals with a large number of followers on social media become 

internet celebrities and can make a living out of it. As Sasa Zorovic argues, “[o]n the 

Internet, …[i]f you have traffic, you will be able to monetize it one way or another" (as 

cited in Lee, 2007). In other words, as long as social media users attract attention and 

followers on social media, they can obtain social and economic benefits.  

Scholars distinguish between two types of social capital on social media—

bonding and bridging. Bonding social capital comes from strong ties and provides 

individuals more emotional support, while bridging social capital comes from weak ties 

and provides individuals with a breadth of information (Hofer & Aubert, 2013; Lee et al., 

2014). On Twitter, specifically, scholars often regard followers (i.e., people who follow a 

user) as bonding social capital and followees (i.e., people who a user follows) as bridging 

social capital. However, in reality, it is difficult to separate bonding social capital from 

bridging social capital on social media. For example, among one’s followers, there might 

be strong ties such as family and friends but also weak ties such as acquaintances who 

have never been met offline. In this sense, social media blurs the boundaries of networks 

and collapses different audiences into one general audience (Utz & Muscanell, 2015); 
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distinguishing between different types of social capital and their influences becomes 

difficult and unnecessary. Therefore, this study uses the term social capital instead of 

bonding and bridging capital to describe followers and followees.  

However, followers and followees have different implications for individuals and 

reflect resources with different level of scarcity. The number of followees only depends 

on users’ willingness to follow people; users can follow anyone, even the president, just 

by clicking on the “follow” button. In contrast, users cannot control how many followers 

they have or who the followers are. To obtain more followers, users have to create 

attractive content and present interesting information. In this sense, followees reflect 

individuals’ desires to seek information or to communicate with others, while followers 

reflect their ability to create engaging content or present an attractive online persona and 

thereby, with their scarcity and resulting value, are more of precious resources than 

followees. Accordingly, considering that the focus of this study is to examine the 

influence of communicative patterns on social capital, only followers are regarded as 

social capital in this study’s analyses.   

Based on the aforementioned definitions, social capital is generated through social 

connections. However, connections do not come into being by themselves. Social 

exchange theory explains the formation of social connections. According to Homans 

(1958), human behaviors are based on equilibration, expectancy, and distributive justice 

in dyadic exchange. Building stable social connections can facilitate people’s exchanges 

and thereby benefits both members of the dyad. In this sense, the need for social 

exchange necessitates the formation of social connections and subsequently facilitates the 

formation of social capital. Nevertheless, social capital in turn promotes social 
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exchanges. With more positive social ties, individuals have a larger chance to interact 

with each other and develop mutual benefits. As such, the relationship between social 

capital and social exchange creates a reinforcing spiral similar to the relationship between 

media selectivity and media effects (see Slater, 2007).  

Likability is an important component in the social exchange process (Bradley et 

al., 2019). In order to develop mutually beneficial relationships, one’s actions have to be 

“contingent on the positive reactions of others” (Bradley et al., 2019, p. 2). In this 

situation, likable individuals who “induce a positive, emotional experience and ultimately 

bring others joy and put them at ease” (Bradley et al., 2019, p. 2; Sanders, 2006) can 

therefore attract more people to connect with them. Scholars have demonstrated the link 

between likability and positive outcomes such as leadership and reciprocity in 

relationships (Cialdini, 2001) 

Popularity is slightly different from likability, although both of them emphasize 

the desirable characteristics that one has which benefit their social exchange and boost 

their social status. Likability emphasizes “the degree to which an individual is liked and 

accepted by peers” (Hubers et al., 2016, p. 1444) while popularity refers to “the degree to 

which an individual is perceived as being socially dominant and visible within the peer 

group” (Hubers et al., 2016, p. 1444). In other words, likability considers the 

characteristics that can improve the quality of social ties, whereas popularity refers to the 

traits that increase the quantity of social ties.  

On social media, both the likes and retweets that users receive can reflect their 

likability and popularity. However, receiving likes is a stronger indicator of being likable 

than receiving retweets because liking is a positive behavior that indicates “attention to 
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others,” “care or respect for friends” (Eftekhar et al., 2014), “social support and 

grooming,” and “utilitarian purposes” (Hayes et al., 2016). If a social media user receives 

more likes, it is likely that there are more people who want to show care and support to 

them. In contrast, receiving retweets is a stronger index of popularity than receiving likes 

because retweeting implies giving endorsement and results in increasing the visibility of 

one’s posts (Freelon et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2012). If one’s posts are often retweeted by 

others, it is likely that their posts will receive more attention and have a larger influence. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that this study does not suggest that there is a clear 

discrepancy between the implications of receiving likes and retweets. In fact, likability 

and popularity themselves have a blurry boundary and overlap with each other. The point 

of this study is to reflect the positive relationship between social capital and 

likability/popularity—although likes and retweets do not directly index social capital 

generated from social connections, receiving them can reflect varying levels of social 

status and social capital (Freelon et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2016). In this sense, just like 

the relationship between social capital and social exchange, the number of likes, retweets, 

and followers mutually influence each other. If one has many followers, their posts are 

more likely to receive more likes and retweets. At the same time, if one’s posts are 

likable and popular, they are more likely to attract more people to follow them. 

Therefore, this study does not intend to distinguish the nuances between these indices but 

treats them as proxies that reflect users’ social capital from various perspectives. 
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Chapter Three: Communicative Patterns 

After defining social capital, likability, and popularity as desirable outcomes on 

social media, this study aims to examine what factors influence these outcomes. In face-

to-face communication, many factors—such as physical attractiveness (Mims et al., 

1975), education, and social status—can influence social capital and likability. However, 

on social media, especially Twitter, where many social cues are reduced during 

interactions compared with face-to-face communication (Amichai-Hamburger, 2012; 

Carr, 2020), texts become a major method of delivering information, necessitating 

examining their impacts on social capital, likability, and popularity on social media.   

Communicative patterns are similar to communication styles. Both of them refer 

to the ways that people express their ideas or opinions (Pennebaker, 2011), serve as 

pervasive parts of individuals’ communication behaviors (Norton & Pettegrew, 1977), 

and convey information that reflects the speaker’s implications, psychological states, or 

personalities (Pennebaker, 2011). Studies have demonstrated that communicative patterns 

can affect communicators’ attractiveness (Norton & Pettegrew, 1977), persuasiveness 

(Maricchiolo et al., 2010), and satisfaction evaluation (Sparks et al., 1997). In addition, 

compared with the infinite possibilities of specific content, the types of communicative 

patterns are relatively limited, which facilitates scholars understanding their effects. 

Accordingly, this study aims at examining how different communicative patterns of texts 

influence speakers’ social capital, likability, and popularity.  

Dual-Process Models of Thinking Style 

Dual-process models of thinking style refer to two types of fundamental 

mechanisms people adopt to process information, form impressions, or make decisions. 
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Although named as dual-process, scholars do not imply that there are only two types of 

thinking styles with a clear boundary between them (Moskowitz et al., 1999). Actually, it 

might be a continuum where some people prefer one end to another in some situations. 

Many dual-process models have been proposed and studied by scholars, such as the 

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a, 1986b), the Heuristic 

and Systematic Model (HSM; Chaiken, 1980, 1987; Chaiken & Eagly, 1989), the System 

1 and 2 Model (Evans, 2003; Kahneman, 2011), and the Cognitive-Experiential Self-

Theory (Epstein, 1994, 2003). There are some differences among these dual-process 

models, but the core concepts that they describe and explain are similar—people use two 

basic systems for information processing. One system is based on analytical, rational, and 

systematic thinking and thereby is deliberate and logical. The other is built on 

individuals’ experiences and beliefs and is thus automatic, cognitive resource-saving, and 

emotionally driven.  

Studies show that the way individuals choose different information processing 

routes rests on the difference in their motivation and ability (O'Keefe, 2008; Petty & 

Wegener, 1999). If a message is highly relevant to a person’s interest, they may choose to 

use the rational system to carefully compare the pros and cons of the issue; if a message 

is not important or relevant, they may take a shortcut by believing experts or friends or 

following their gut. Moreover, even if a message is relevant, an individual may not have 

the ability to process its content. For example, they may not have the background 

knowledge about that message, or they may not have time to scrutinize that message. In 

this case, people may still choose the emotional or experiential system to process 

information contained in that message. 
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Dual-process models are often used to study individuals’ information receiving 

processes and to explain their decision making (e.g., Evans, 2008; Frankish & Evans, 

2009) or attitude changes caused by persuasion and advertising (e.g., Andrews & Shimp, 

1990; Petty et al., 1983). Scholars found that emotional messages, the attractiveness of 

communicators, or product aesthetics have a positive persuasive effect when individuals 

have little involvement with the products (Samson & Voyer, 2012). The affect heuristic 

thereby has often been used to explain a range of products evaluation (Sinaceur et al., 

2005; Yeung & Wyer Jr, 2004). In contrast, when individuals have high involvement, the 

logic and persuasiveness of the message itself are strong factors in product evaluation 

(Samson & Voyer, 2012).  

However, few studies have examined individuals’ expressions through a dual-

process lens or studied dual-process styles’ influences on likability or popularity. In the 

literature regarding likability and dual-process models, the majority of studies focus on 

analyzing how communicators’ likability influences the persuasive effects of dual-

process styles instead of how dual-process styles influence the communicators’ likability. 

For example, Reinhard and Messner (2009) argue that the need for cognition moderates 

the effects of source likability. If one has a stronger need for cognition, they will be more 

likely to use their rational and analytical system to closely scrutinize information and 

thereby are less likely to be impacted by source likability. In contrast, Jayanti and 

Whipple’s (2008) study shows that even for some tasks that require careful evaluation 

and elaboration, such as choosing medical treatments, sources with high likability still 

promote the persuasive effects. Furthermore, Sinclair and associates (2010) find that sad 
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individuals are more likely to elaborate information from both likable and dislikable 

sources, whereas happy individuals only elaborate information from likable sources.  

Because of the lack of direct evidence for dual-process styles’ effects on likability 

and popularity, this study can only borrow concepts and assumptions from persuasion 

studies. In those studies, messages are often designed as either rationally or emotionally 

arousing by researchers, and then participants’ attitude changes are examined after 

reading these messages. In the current study, messages with various rationally or 

emotionally arousing levels are generated by hundreds of thousands of different 

individuals in natural settings, and the likes, retweets, and followers they receive from 

audiences who view their messages are variables to be examined. Dual-process models 

can be applied to this current study because, just like persuasion studies, it centers on 

analyzing rational-emotional messages’ impacts on individuals, and because likability 

and popularity as examined in this current study are similar to attitude changes examined 

in persuasion studies. In persuasion studies, although persuasiveness does not equal 

likability or popularity, it may generate (or rely on) likable effects. Likability or 

attractiveness is often investigated as a function of various similarities between 

individuals. Individuals are more likely to appreciate those who share similar opinions, 

feelings (Locke & Horowitz, 1990), backgrounds, personalities, needs, etc. (Norton & 

Pettegrew, 1977). If an individual is persuaded by a communicator’s message, then they 

tend to perceive themselves having similar opinions or feelings with the communicator, 

and thereby like the communicator. Similarly, if individuals like the communicator, they 

are more likely to be persuaded (Jayanti & Whipple, 2008). In other words, the 

willingness to believe the communicator and the willingness to like the communicator are 
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usually in the same direction on the scale of perceived similarities. In this sense, it is 

reasonable to assume that the dual-process thinking styles embedded in one’s expressions 

can influence their likability, popularity, and further social capital through influencing the 

audience’s perceived similarity with them.  

In a political context, dual-process thinking styles not only influence individuals’ 

opinion likability and popularity, but also play a crucial and controversial role in 

determining communication norms and political decisions in public spheres. According 

to Habermas (2001), political discussion in an ideal public sphere should be independent 

from emotions while focusing on rational elaboration. However, this viewpoint has long 

been criticized by scholars as unrealistic and counterproductive (e.g., Fraser, 1990; 

Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015; Mouffe, 1999). For instance, Mouffe (1999) argues 

that politics are driven by moral struggles caused by emotions and conflicts. Westen 

(2008) also claims that “[t]he political brain is an emotional brain. It is not a 

dispassionate calculating machine, objectively searching for the right facts, figures, and 

policies to make a reasoned decision” (p. xv). In other words, it is controversial and 

unclear which brain system people tend to use in political communication and decision 

making. It is also unclear which pattern of communication can make one’s political 

expression more likable and popular.  

Therefore, considering the debate about rationality and emotion in political 

contexts, this study narrows down the dual-process thinking styles to rational and 

emotional expressions in political discussion, analyzing the popularity and likability that 

different dual-process expression patterns lead to in the current political environment on 

social media. Again, literature is rare and inconsistent in this area. Pancer and Poole’s 
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(2016) study found that the preference for cognitive simplicity predicted the 2016 U.S. 

presidential nominees’ likability on Twitter. That is to say, people on Twitter may 

generally like emotional/experiential expressions more than rational expressions because 

they require less cognitive resources to process. However, Di Blasio and Milani’s (2008) 

study show that in a computer-mediated environment, people are less likely to be 

persuaded than in face-to-face communications. They argue that it is because people are 

more likely to use the cognitive/rational system to scrutinize information in a computer-

mediated environment. This current paper speculates that the different results of the 

above two studies are attributed to people’s different level of involvement in 

communication online. In an experimental setting like Di Blasio and Milani’s (2008) 

study, participants may have a high level of involvement and thus are less impacted by 

emotional/experiential messages. In contrast, in a natural setting on Twitter, because of 

the 280-character limit of messages and tons of messages generated every day, people 

may spend very limited time and cognitive resources on each tweet, resulting in the 

preference for cognitive simplicity. Nevertheless, since there are no consistent findings in 

the literature, this study aims to explore:  

RQ1a On Twitter, whether emotional or rational messages receive a higher level 

of likability and popularity, and RQ1b Whether users who prefer emotional 

expressions or rational expressions have a higher level of likability, popularity, 

and social capital.  

Sentiment 

Sentiment is another scale that distinguishes people’s communicative patterns. It 

indicates the positive or negative direction of individuals’ attitudes or feelings. 
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Considering likability, popularity, and social capital are positive results of social 

interactions and exchanges, it is natural to assume that expressing positivity can lead to a 

likable persona while expressing negativity results in negative consequences such as 

being dislikable or unpopular. Such an assumption has been demonstrated by many 

studies. For example, Byrne’s (1971) interpersonal attraction model suggests that 

personal attraction comes along with positive related affect. Bell’s (1978) study shows 

that the more negative mood individuals display, the less likely they are to be liked by 

others. Sommers (1984) found that expressing positive experiences increases the 

probability of receiving approval, such as being likable, social, and popular, whereas 

expressing negative experiences increases the chance of meeting with disapproval. 

Bareket-Bojmel and Shahar’s (2011) research has demonstrated that even in anonymous 

online chat rooms, disclosing negative events or feelings decreases participants’ 

willingness to interact again. 

The above studies indicate that expressing negativity can only lead to negative 

outcomes. However, evolutionary psychologists argue that both “positive” and 

“negative” behaviors or psychological states evolved to meet adaptive purposes. Negative 

emotions such as anger, fear and sadness can serve adaptive ends and have “positive” 

functions in some appropriate contexts (Brown & Holt, 2011; Damasio, 1994; Darwin, 

1872). For instance, anger can mobilize people to defend themselves (Oishi & Kurtz, 

2011); sadness can provoke individuals to think more critically and focus more on details, 

enhancing their problem-solving abilities (Schwarz & Clore, 1983). Therefore, if 

negative experiences can be positively functional, expressing negativity should also be 
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valuable in some conditions. Studies have demonstrated several positive functions of 

negative expressions. 

Firstly, because negative experiences are usually associated with shame, failure, 

disgrace, etc., individuals who disclose their negative experiences also display their trust 

to listeners, and responding to the trust with support can result in positive feelings of 

listeners (Williamson & Clark, 1989, 1992). Therefore, from the side of the disclosure 

receiver, the sense of being trusted and relied on can promote a sense of intimacy with 

the sender, while from the side of the disclosure sender, the sense of being heard and 

cared about can also promote a sense of intimacy with the receiver (Reis & Shaver, 

1988). In this case, expressing negativity can result in the reciprocal process of building 

an intimate relationship.  

In addition, as negativity is an indispensable element of human life, expressing it 

is standing with authenticity and honesty and can increase similarity between speakers 

and listeners. Locke and Horowitz’s (1990) study suggests that the basis of likability is 

“neither the mood of the subject nor the mood of the partner, but their similarity in 

mood” (p. 823). Therefore, without negativity, one may lose touch with reality 

(Fredrickson, 2009, p. 136) and distance themselves from listeners. In contrast, if 

individuals express negativity to some extent, they might look more authentic, honest, 

and similar in their listeners’ eyes, and thus may be more likely to be liked by them. The 

negative relationship between inauthenticity and likability has been supported by 

Robinson, Johnson, and Shields’s (1995) research. They found that self-enhancers tend to 

be disliked because they were regarded as less honest and authentic. Similarly, Brunell 
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and associates’ (2010) study has indirectly buttressed this assumption by revealing that 

authenticity is related to healthy behaviors in a relationship.   

In a political context, expressing negativity can lead to extra benefits. For 

example, expressing anger can enhance speakers’ power and authority and thereby 

increases their likability in the eyes of the public (Tiedens, 2001). This is because anger 

is especially powerful among all types of negative emotions when communicating what 

should be corrected (Tavris, 1989). If communicators are at a higher rank within a 

hierarchy, expressing anger is likely to have a positive consequence because they tend to 

be perceived as the ones who have authority and can lead others (Tiedens, 2001). From a 

different angle, D’Errico (2019) argues that, when politicians discuss ethical issues, 

displaying negative emotions such as sadness is a way to show humility and might elicit 

positive emotions in their audience, though her study failed to prove it.  

By and large, expressing negativity can facilitate building intimate relationships 

and forming an authentic, compelling, and likable persona. Graham and colleagues’ 

(2008) findings generally support the above arguments. Their research shows that college 

students who are more willing to express negative experiences receive more support from 

others, have more friends and connections, and obtain greater intimacy in their 

relationships. Furthermore, in a political context, Tiedens (2001) found that politicians 

who express anger are perceived as more favorable by the public in some situations.  

From the literature mentioned above, we can see conflicts and inconsistencies 

between two groups of studies—one argues that negative expressions lead to negative 

relationship outcomes, while the other identifies positive effects resulting from negative 

expressions. The theory about the ratio of positivity to negativity might solve this conflict 
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and explain the inconsistency. The theory assumes that “it is not that negativity per se is 

necessarily wrong or hurtful to performance. Instead, it is the emphasis and the ratio of 

negativity to positivity that needs to be revisited” (Youssef & Luthans, 2011, p. 356). 

According to this assumption, human beings need to switch between positivity and 

negativity to be optimally functional, just like the alternations of the sun and the moon. 

For example, experiencing sadness can help undo hedonic adaptation (Brickman & 

Campbell, 1971; Diener et al., 2006) and increase the intensity of one’s pleasure (Oishi & 

Kurtz, 2011). Based on the same logic, positive and negative communications may also 

strengthen each other. Rose and Bednar (1980) found that in the early stage of group 

development, the frequency of communications and the strength of group cohesiveness 

are greater in groups having both positive and negative activities (i.e., self-disclosure and 

feedback) than in groups having all-positive or all-negative activities. Robinson, Johnson, 

and Shields (1995) found that people who include mixed negative and positive aspects in 

self-descriptions are rated as more authentic and likable than those who only include self-

enhancing or self-deprecating statements. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 

optimal relationship outcomes are generated mixing a certain number of negative 

expressions with positive expressions. This study therefore proposes: 

H1 On Twitter, individuals’ likability, popularity, and social capital first increase 

and then decrease with the increment of the ratio of positive expressions to 

negative expressions.  

It should be noted that positivity and negativity are only orientations of sentiment. 

Intensity is another dimension of sentiment that should be considered (Shelke & 

Deshmukh, 2020). For instance, in the emotional system, arousal indicates the intensity 
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of positivity and negativity, reflecting the activation or energy of emotion that varies 

from low to high (Anders et al., 2004; Russell, 2003). There are several ways to measure 

emotional arousal, such as self-reporting (e.g., Vettehen et al., 2008; Walden et al., 2003), 

heart rate (e.g., Schaaff & Adam, 2013), pupil diameter (e.g., Bradley et al., 2008), and 

facial thermal image (e.g., Kosonogov et al., 2017). However, there is no reliable method 

to extract arousal or intensity information from text. Therefore, this study only focuses on 

the orientations of expressions.  

Furthermore, sentiment can be found in both emotional and rational systems 

(Shelke & Deshmukh, 2020). For example, “I disagree with his opinion” sounds more 

rational than “it’s disgusting” and therefore is more of an example of rational negative 

tone than emotional one compared to the latter sentence. However, rational and emotional 

sentiments are only relative categories and only make sense in comparisons, because any 

positive or negative sentiment can have certain emotional arousal. This study measures 

the dual-process style and sentiment with relative scales. It does not suggest that high 

scores in rationality mean absolute rationality without emotion. 
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Chapter Four: Political Partisanship and Intergroup Communication 

Communication on social media, as a language and interactive process, cannot 

escape from the impacts of social identities, social categories, and group memberships 

(Pines et al., 2018; Stubbe, 2012). According to social identity theory, people perceive 

themselves either as group members sharing common group identities or as unique 

individuals with unique personal identities (Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel et al., 1971). The salience 

of these two types of identities varies according to situations. Individuals therefore 

consider their relationship with others based on whichever self-concept is more salient 

(Hogg, 2005; Tajfel et al., 1971). Once a group identity is dominant, those individuals 

tend to define themselves based on their affiliation with different social groups and 

categories (e.g., their political and ideological identity) and regard others as either 

ingroup or outgroup members. Consequently, people are more likely to follow group 

norms and communicate according to the prototype of their groups when group identity is 

salient in a communication context. 

Group norms are shared patterns of behaviors, thoughts, and feelings within group 

members. They determine the formation of groups, differentiate one group from another, 

and reinforce group identities (Hogg & Reid, 2006; Hogg & Tindale, 2005). For instance, 

in terms of political group identity in the U.S., Republicans are often viewed as 

politically and ideologically conservative and relatively traditional, dogmatic, and 

conforming (Sidanius, 1978). In contrast, Democrats are usually depicted as politically 

and ideologically liberal and more unconventional and flexible (Carney et al., 2008; 

Conover & Feldman, 1981). As a result of holding different group norms, individuals 

from different groups tend to have different political, ideological, and cultural viewpoints 
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to see and interpret the world or social issues (Carney et al., 2008; Shook & Fazio, 2009). 

Therefore, based on the above literature about group norms, this study aims to explore the 

following research questions: 

RQ2 Whether Democrats or Republicans are more likely to adopt emotional 

expressions.  

RQ3 Whether Democrats or Republicans receive more likability, popularity, and 

social capital when adopting emotional and negative expressions. 

Group identity not only shapes people’s world views, but also determines 

people’s attitudes toward each other in many social situations. Tajfel and associates’ 

(1971) studies show that even when people are randomly grouped without any known 

reasons to distinguish members of one’s own group and members of other groups, they 

tend to allocate more favorites to ingroup members than outgroup members. The 

importance of this finding lies in the irrational nature of group identity it reveals—people 

can like or dislike others without rational reasons; merely knowing one’s group affiliation 

can lead to attitude changes. Social identity theory summarizes this phenomenon and 

therefore challenges the argument of realistic conflict theory (RCT; Ellemers & Haslam, 

2011), which argues that conflicts between different group members originate from the 

competition over scarce resources (Sherif, 1967/2015).  

Based on social identity theory, scholars have revisited the viewpoint about 

political partisanship, which is one of the most important social identities. Political 

partisanship has a powerful impact on various political behaviors within both developed 

and developing democracies and can be used to explain political engagement, partisan 

reasoning, and vote choice (Huddy & Bankert, 2017; Huddy et al., 2015). In the early 
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years, scholars examined political partisanship from an instrumental perspective, 

believing that “partisanship is a running tally of party performance, ideological beliefs, 

and proximity to the party in terms of one’s preferred policies that is affected by current 

features of the political environment” (Achen, 2002; Downs, 1957; Huddy & Bankert, 

2017, p. 2). This viewpoint can be linked to the rational system in the dual-process model 

discussed earlier, emphasizing that people make political decisions based on their rational 

elaborations for the purpose of maximizing their social and economic benefits. From this 

perspective, scholars believe that people decide their preference and loyalty to parties by 

carefully scrutinizing various factors, such as the utility of policies, the performance of 

parties (Fiorina, 1981), and the characteristics of candidates (Garzia, 2013). 

However, inspired by social identity theory, another competing viewpoint—the 

expressive approach—has begun to draw scholars’ attention. The expressive approach 

echoes the emotional system of the dual-process model, arguing that it is the emotional 

attachment, instead of rational elaboration, generated by the social affiliations with a 

party such as gender, race, or religion, that drives individuals to enduringly identify with 

a party and make their vote choices (Green et al., 2004). In other words, when thinking 

about political identification, people tend to consider what social groups are associated 

with a political party and if these social groups can accurately describe themselves, rather 

than consider the political positions a party represents (Green et al., 2004). The 

expressive perspective has obtained increasing popularity in the literature because it can 

better explain some phenomena that an instrumental approach can hardly explain (Huddy 

& Bankert, 2017). For instance, the expressive approach well accounts for the steadiness 

of partisan identification, the independence of voting from issue preferences (Cohen, 
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2003), and the immunity to political fluctuations (Dancey & Goren, 2010; Huddy & 

Bankert, 2017).   

More importantly, the expressive approach can also explain political partisan 

polarization. Iyengar et al. (2012) argue that besides policy-based division, affect can be a 

more diagnostic indicator of partisan polarization. As previously mentioned, social 

identity theory argues that identity salience determines intergroup prejudice, suggesting 

that ingroup like and outgroup dislike reflect ingrained human nature which occurs even 

when groups are randomly created (Billig & Tajfel, 1973). Therefore, “the mere act of 

identifying with a political party is sufficient to trigger negative evaluations of the 

opposition” (Iyengar et al., 2012, p. 407). In this circumstance, Democrats and 

Republicans increasingly dislike each other and assign negative traits to the members of 

the opposing party, leading to the affective polarization (Iyengar et al., 2012). 

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) may intensify this trend. Although 

some scholars appreciate the changes social media platforms have brought to the public 

sphere and society at large—arguing that social media can function as digital 

intermediaries to breakdown social boundaries, facilitate individuals’ political 

participation, encourage “public deliberation about common good,” create “a community 

of critical inquiry” (Allen & Hindman, 2014, p. 190), and thus benefits the discursive 

democracy in our society (Balkin, 2004; Flanagin et al., 2010; Johnson, 2017)—an 

increasing number of studies have demonstrated that computer-mediated communication 

foregrounds group identities and increases intergroup discrepancies and prejudice (Carr, 

2018; Herring, 2000; Postmes et al., 2002; Thomson & Murachver, 2001). This can be 

attributed to the deindividuation effect (SIDE) of computer-mediated communication. In 
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a computer-mediated environment, reduced personal cues—such as personality, life 

experience, and body language—make users pay more attention to available group 

identifiers such as gender, race, ethnicity, or political partisanship. Therefore, on the 

internet and social media, the division between different political partisans may be more 

obvious than offline communication, resulting in a highly polarized and irrational digital 

public space.   

Based on the arguments about intergroup communication and affective 

polarization, this study proposes hypotheses as follows: 

H2 When group identities are salient (i.e., conversations involve either ingroup or 

outgroup members), emotional expressions lead to more likability, popularity, and 

social capital gains. 

H3a When conversations involve ingroup members, positive expressions lead to 

more likability, popularity, and social capital gains; H3b When conversations 

involve outgroup members, negative expressions lead to more likability, 

popularity, and social capital gains. 
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Chapter Five: Methods—Computational Text Analysis 

This study applied computational text analysis to examine digital trace data from 

Twitter. Digital trace data are records of users’ activities on social media, such as sending 

text messages, retweeting others’ messages, or following other users. Studying trace data 

on social media can reveal human behaviors in a fine-grained manner within a natural 

setting—without having to directly interact with users—and can therefore provide 

researchers opportunities to unobtrusively observe and analyze individuals and groups. 

Twitter is a widely used social media platform with around 24% of U.S. adults 

claiming to be users (Smith & Anderson, 2018, March 1). The gender and racial 

distribution of Twitter users is similar to the U.S. adult population, although Twitter users 

tend to be younger, more educated, and more likely to identify as Democrats than people 

in the general public (Wojcik & Hughes, 2019, April 24). Among all social media 

platforms, Twitter has unique features that advance political discussion. For example, 

compared with Facebook, which is mainly used as a private social network for friends 

and families, or LinkedIn, which is primarily for professional networking, Twitter is 

more open, horizontal, and broadly-networked (Park, 2013). The default non-reciprocal 

relationship between Twitter users—i.e., “if member A chooses to follow member B, this 

does not entail that member B will automatically gain access to member A’s profile 

information” (Page, 2012, p. 183)—makes Twitter closer to a public place surrounded by 

strangers (Koc-Michalska et al., 2019). As a result, Twitter is often used as a forum for 

public debates and discussions and a platform for information seeking and sharing 

(Johnson & Yang, 2009).  
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 Many politicians have Twitter accounts and actively post information to 

communicate with citizens. For example, in December 2020, former U.S. President 

Donald Trump had 88 million followers and posted over 59,000 tweets. Researcher also 

demonstrate that the attitudes in Twitter posts align with the attitudes found by political 

polls and can predict election results (e.g., Ceron et al., 2014). Therefore, Twitter is 

regarded as “a space that offers unique possibilities for public debate among activists, 

citizens, and media-makers seeking to define and redefine the role of the state in civil 

society” (Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015, p. 936). It serves as a medium that engages 

and emboldens many civil movements, such as Iran’s 2009 protests (Grossman, 2009), 

the the Occupy Wall Street movement and the Arab Spring (Kumar et al., 2014). 

Data Collection 

This study collected data from both politicians and ordinary users because these 

two groups may have different ways of using Twitter or have different audiences. The 

results from these two datasets can thus either form interesting comparisons or cross-

validate each other. The politician dataset contains tweets sent from U.S. congressional 

politicians. A list of 1,027 Twitter accounts of politicians in Congress was created via R 

package “ppcong” (Kearney et al., 2019). Then the “rtweet” package (Kearney, 2017) 

was used to collect up to 600 publicly visible tweets from each politician’s Twitter 

account on February 11, February 26, March 13, March 28, April 13, April 28, and May 

28, 2021 (May 13 was skipped due to technical issues). Because some politicians’ 

Twitter accounts were deleted or set as private, I obtained 240,392 tweets from 825 

politicians.  
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The ordinary user dataset contains tweets sent from “ordinary” (unverified) 

Twitter users in the U.S. First, I searched English-language tweets containing key words 

related to the 2020 U.S. presidential election (“GOP,” “Republican,” "Democrat," 

"Trump," "Pence," "Biden," "Kamala," "Election2020," "Election20," "Trump20," 

"Trump2020," "Biden20," "Biden2020," "democratic," "conservatives," "liberals," 

"teaparty," "realdonaldtrump," and "joebiden") from September 8 to November 20, 2020. 

From this dataset, I selected users who claimed to live in the United States. I generated a 

list containing the names and abbreviations of the U.S. states and major cities and used 

this list to match the location information that users provided in their profiles. I also 

filtered out verified users (accounts with a blue checkmark badge) and users whose 

profiles contained first-person plural pronounces because they are usually celebrities or 

organizations. I also excluded users suspected to be robots, or “bots” (Ferrara et al., 

2016), because the content produced by them might pollute the data and influence the 

results. To do this, I used the “tweetbotornot” R package (Kearney, 2018), which 

implemented a machine learning classifier with an estimated accuracy of greater than 

90% to detect Twitter bots. I kept users whose chances of being a bot were less than 50%. 

By doing the above steps, I generated a list of users who claimed to be in the U.S. and 

participated in the discussion about the 2020 U.S. presidential election. Among these 

users, 20,000 users who sent more than 1,000 tweets were randomly selected as seed 

users. The 200 most recent tweets from each user were collected eight times on January 

31, February 15, March 2, March 17, April 2, May 2, May 17, and June 1, 2021 (April 17 

was skipped due to technical issues).  
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Besides the aforementioned tweet data, two additional types of information were 

gathered for both datasets. First, users’ profile information was obtained on each date of 

data collection, such as the number of followers and followees they have up to that date. 

By subtracting the number of followers and followees between two dates, the changing 

number of users’ followers and followees was obtained. Second, at-mention information 

was extracted from tweets. For the politician dataset, I generated a list containing all the 

Twitter users who were at-mentioned in their tweets (N = 27,191). I collected 50 tweets 

from each of these at-mentioned users to detect their potential political identity. For the 

ordinary user dataset, I selected 1,070 users from the first 5,000 users who sent less than 

200 total tweets but more than 100 original tweets during each data collection wave. 

Then I extracted at-mentioned users from these 1,070 users’ original tweets (N = 

183,389) and collected 50 tweets from each of them to identify their political 

partisanship. In later analyses, the tweet-level models with the ordinary user dataset were 

run on these 1,070 users’ tweets instead of the entire collection of 20,000 users’ tweets. 

Measurement 

Tweet-Level Likability and Popularity 

As stated before, this study did not focus on distinguishing likability and 

popularity. Instead, it treated them as similar dependent variables. Each tweet has a 

visible number representing the number of times it has been being liked and retweeted. I 

used these numbers as the proximity of tweet-level likability and popularity.  

However, because the distributions of liking and retweeting counts were not 

normal, violating the assumption of linear models. In the politician dataset, I transformed 

liking and retweeting counts with a logarithm. However, for the ordinary user dataset, 
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even logarithmic transformation could not make them normal; many tweets receive zero 

likes and retweets. Therefore, I transformed them into binary variables, with zero 

meaning no likes or retweets and one meaning one or more likes or retweets. After the 

binary transformation, I fitted them into multilevel logistic regressions. 

User-Level Social Capital, Likability, and Popularity Gains 

At the user-level, this study focused on examining the changes of social capital, 

likability, and popularity. As mentioned above, this study collected politicians’ tweets 

from seven waves and ordinary users’ tweets from eight waves. From these, the social 

capital gain was calculated as the difference in the number of followers between two 

adjacent waves. The likability and popularity gains were calculated as the differences of 

the summations of the number of likes and retweets received from all original tweets sent 

during two adjacent waves. Retweet-type of tweets were excluded because they reflect 

the likability and popularity of the original authors instead of the users who retweet them.  

User-level social capital, likability, and popularity gains were calculated as 

follows: 

𝑈𝑆𝐺𝑖 = (𝐹𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖−1)/𝐷𝑖 (1) 

𝑈𝐿𝐺𝑖 = ∑ 𝐿𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑖

𝑗𝑖

− ∑ 𝐿(𝑖−1)𝑗𝑖−1

𝑁𝑖−1

𝑗𝑖−1

 (2) 

𝑈𝑃𝐺𝑖 = ∑ 𝑅𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑖

𝑗𝑖

− ∑ 𝑅(𝑖−1)𝑗𝑖−1

𝑁𝑖−1

𝑗𝑖−1

 (3) 

  

Here, USG is the user-level social capital gain, F is the number of followers at 

each wave, D is the interval days in each wave. ULG is the user-level likability gain and  

L is the total number of likes received during each tweet. UPG is the user-level popularity 
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gain and R is the number of retweets of each tweet. Finally, the superscript i indicates the 

wave in which data was collected, while the superscript j indicates each tweet collected in 

one wave.  

ULG and UPG were log-transformed before analysis. In the ordinary user dataset, 

cases with zero value of UPG were removed. In both ordinary user and politician 

datasets, outlier cases of USG (i.e., USG scores beyond the 1.5 interquartile range) were 

removed.  

DDR and Communicative Patterns 

Distributed Dictionary Representations (DDR) is used to measure dual-process 

thinking styles (i.e., rational versus emotional) in users’ tweets. DDR is a combination of 

lexicon matching and distributed representations of words. Lexicon matching is a 

commonly used method in computational text analysis. In this method, based on a pre-

defined lexicon or dictionary, researchers can count the frequency of certain groups of 

words occurring in target texts. For example, the Moral Foundation Dictionary (MFD; 

Graham et al., 2009) is a dictionary which has been adopted by many studies and 

contains 324 English words related to several moral dimensions, such as care, fairness, 

and authority. By using the MFD, researchers can count how many times “care” related 

words occur in a text. The more frequently such words appear, the more likely this text 

centers on issues related to the moral dimension of care. This method is relatively easy to 

implement and interpret. However, it faces two major challenges—it can consider neither 

a word’s context nor its evolving online orthographies (Garten et al., 2018). For instance, 

in the fairness dimension, the MFD will generate the same score for both “that is fair” 

and “that is not fair,” though these two sentences have opposite meanings. Additionally, 
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dictionaries may not include all variations of a word or may not reflect the new meanings 

a word has accumulated in the internet age, and thus may miscount or misidentify some 

words.  

The problems with the lexicon matching method can be solved or alleviated by 

combining it with distributed representation algorithms. Distributed representation is a 

method developed to transform words into computer-recognizable information. It turns 

words into numbers and maps them in a high-dimensional vector space. Different from 

bag-of-words or one-hot encoding, which uses one unit of a vector (i.e., one variable) to 

represent a word, distributed representation uses multiple units to form representations. 

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is one of the most commonly used distributed 

representation approaches in natural language processing. With this program, a one-layer 

neural network is trained to predict words according to their context words (words around 

the target word) or vice versa. Thus, by feeding it a large volume of text data, Word2Vec 

generates a vector of weights to represent each word. This vector can reflect latent traits 

of each word and can be used to calculate the similarities between words. For example, 

the word “dog” should be closer to the word “cat” than it is to the word “car” in the 

vector space. 

By combining the lexicon matching method with distributed representations, 

DDR uses knowledge-based dictionaries with statistic-based word representations to 

measure the “[semantic] similarity between [single terms from] dictionaries and spans of 

text ranging from complete documents to individual words” (Garten et al., 2018, p. 344). 

Specifically, instead of counting the frequency of certain words occurring in texts, DDR 

calculates the similarities between certain words and texts. As mentioned previously, 
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distributed representation can generate a vector with latent traits for each word. By 

computing the cosine similarity between the vector of two words, we can get a sense of 

how these two words are semantically related to each other. To obtain the vector 

representation of a document, one can average the vectors of all words in a document. 

This document vector can also be compared with the vectors of other words or documents 

to get a cosine similarity score. This score reflects how close that document is to the 

word. For example, if one document contains many care-related words, then the vector of 

this document should be more similar to the vectors of care-related words than a 

document which does not contain care-related words. In this way, DDR considers the 

context and variations of words. 

This study used DDR to measure dual-process thinking styles (rationality and 

emotion) and sentiment (positivity and negativity). Since DDR requires a dictionary and 

distributed representations of words, this study built its own dictionary. For rationality, 

seed words were selected from the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count dictionary (LIWC; 

Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). The LIWC is a widely used dictionary containing words 

with psychological meanings. It contains insight words (e.g., realize, know, meaning), 

discrepancy words (e.g., should, would, could), conjunctions (e.g., and, also, although), 

quantifiers (e.g., few, many), cause words (e.g., because, effect), tentative words (e.g., 

maybe, perhaps), and certainty words (e.g., always, never) that can be used to measure a 

sentence’s cognitive and analytical richness (Arenas, 2018; Pennebaker, 2011; Tetlock, 

1981). This study mainly selected words from the insight and cause lists. Other lists, such 

as discrepancy words and conjunctions, were excluded because their words are 

commonly used in many conditions and have more ambiguous implications than insight 
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and cause words. For Emotion, Positivity, and Negativity, seed words were selected from 

the NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad & Turney, 2010; Mohammad & Turney, 2013). 

The NRC contains 14,182 terms divided into positive and negative sentiment and eight 

specific emotions such as anger, distrust, joy, and anticipation. After examining the word 

lists in the NRC Emotion Lexicon, I found that its positive and negative lists contain 

words with different emotional/rational levels. For instance, “abandon” is labeled as a 

negative word in the NRC, but compared with the word “angry,” it is more rational than 

emotional. Moreover, swear words can indicate negative emotions, but their strength 

might be different from other negative words. Therefore, when selecting positive and 

negative seed words, I further divided them into positive emotional words, negative 

emotional words, positive rational words, negative rational words, and swear words. The 

emotion category consisted of one-half positive emotion words and one-half negative 

emotion words. 

According to Garten et al. (2018), 30 seed words from each category of a 

dictionary can enable DDR to achieve the greatest performance in analyzing its dataset. 

They also suggest that DDR with carefully selected seed words will outperform DDR 

with random seed words. Therefore, this study selected 30 seed words for each category. 

I first identified around 40 to 50 words in each category and then asked a Ph.D. student in 

the English department to verify these words and select the best 30 words. One criterion 

for word selection was to include words without ambiguous meanings. For instance, 

“negative” can indicate negative attitudes or experiences, but it can also indicate a desired 

result of a COVID-19 test. Considering the pandemic context, I did not include 

“negative” in the Negative category. The word lists are shown below in Table 1. The 
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vector representations of each word were generated by the Global Vectors for Word 

Representation (GloVe) algorithm trained with their Twitter data corpus (Pennington et 

al., 2014).  

Table 1 Seed Words Used for DDR 

 

Emotion Rationality 
Positive 

Emotion 

Negative 

Emotion 

Positive 

Rationality 

Negative 

Rationality 
Swears 

malicious influence glad angry agree abandon asshole 

fabulous inform pleasure annoy approve object ass 

encouraging reason good appalling allow adversary bitch 

humor define adorable awful allay arrest bloody 

terrible explain amazing bad protect avoid cock 

excited solution amuse boring amend barrier crap 

enjoy purpose nice crazy logical bias damn 

suck infer beautiful depressed assist collapse dick 

funny determine great disgust assured prevent fuck 

wonderful understand joy dislike attainable conflict dumb 

mad outcome delight dreadful authority confuse heck 

vicious result lovely grumpy balanced constrain hell 

annoy intend liking horrible beneficial deceive piss 

hilarious discover excited insane objective disagree pussy 

liking possible encouraging mad improve disclaim shit 

boring fundamental enjoy malicious support exaggerated suck 

sad prove fabulous nasty adapt failure sob 

unlucky rational magnificent obnoxious develop hoax wanker 

delight reflect hilarious pain justice illegal dang 

nice reveal sweet sad ease inaccurate motherfucker 

bad evaluate thrilling scare efficient insufficient bastard 

warm presume warm shame expert lack slut 

horrible interpret wonderful suck growth mislead idiot 

grumpy evidence awesome terrible aid obstacle dolt 

glad random funny tragic helpful oppose buffoon 

nasty based glory unhappy judicious refuse oaf 

great probability fantastic unlucky patience reject retarded 

pain therefore excellent upset affirm risk fucker 

insane indirect compassion vicious recover threat bullshit 

disgust consider humor regret supply waste nigger 
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After obtaining the vector representations of the dictionary, I calculated the 

similarities between each category of the dictionary. The results (see Table 2) show that 

Emotion has a high similarity with Positive Emotion (.914), Negative Emotion (.935), 

and Swears (.828), and Rationality has a high similarity with Positive Rationality (.852) 

and Negative Rationality (.808), indicating that similar concepts have a close relationship 

in the vector space.  

Table 2 Similarities Between DDR Categories 

 Emotion Rationality 
Positive 

Emotion 

Negative 

Emotion 

Positive 

Rationality 

Negative 

Rationality 
Swears 

Emotion 1       

Rationality .731 1      

Positive Emotion .914 .687 1     

Negative 

Emotion 
.935 .714 .750 1    

Positive 

Rationality 
.608 .852 .621 .582 1   

Negative 

Rationality 
.613 .808 .519 .684 .820 1  

Swear .828 .595 .682 .814 .465 .529 1 

 

Originally, I wanted to distinguish positive rational, positive emotional, negative 

rational, and negative emotional expressions. However, these categories have high 

similarities with each other in the dictionary. Including them in the same model may 

cause multicollinearity problem. Moreover, since every sentiment word will cause 

emotional arousal to some extent, classifying them as positive or negative rational words 

may seem arbitrary and confusing. Accordingly, to be parsimonious, I took difference 

scores between them to form new variables: emotion-rationality scale and positivity-

negativity scale. The formulas of calculating these two scales are listed as follows:  

Emotion-Rationality Scale = 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (4) 

Positivity-Negativity Scale = (5) 
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𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

2

−
𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑒 +

𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
2

2
 

 

I manually coded 50 tweets with the highest scores on the Emotion-Rationality 

Scale, 50 tweets with the lowest scores on the Emotion-Rationality Scale, 50 tweets with 

the highest scores on the Positive-Negative Scale, and 50 tweets with the lowest scores 

on the Positive-Negative Scale. The accuracies were 92%, 98%, 100%, and 94%, 

respectively. I have listed some of the typical tweets of each category in Table 3. 

Table 3 Typical Emotional, Rational, Positive, and Negative Tweets 

Type Tweet Author 

High Emotion-

Rationality 

Score (i.e., 

Emotional) 

“@ProcessParty Thank you, @ProcessParty! I’m pretty excited, 

too.” 
RepDeanPhillips 

“A beautiful video caught in #AZ06! Hope everyone has a great 

weekend. https://t.co/XokVdOpHA4.” 
RepDavid 

Low Emotion-

Rationality 

Score (i.e., 

Rational) 

“A patchwork of laws and precedents do not provide sufficient 

protection against sexism and inequality.” 
RepBonamici 

“3/4 This task force will continue to examine the opportunities 

and challenges posed by these technologies and offer insight 

into how Congress can help ensure Americans’ data and privacy 

is secure.” 

RepStephenLynch 

High Positive-

Negative Score 

(i.e., Positive) 

“Great meeting! Thank you @jain_neeta and @TOsherov for 

organizing and to Dr. Sunil Mehra and @DrRajBhayani2 for 

providing such insightful information about COVID-19 

Vaccines. https://t.co/Im3QlM5cYk” 

GregMeeksNYC 

“Some helpful tips from @dallasnews: 

https://t.co/dV5cFgMFBm” 
SenTedCruz 

Low Positive-

Negative Score 

(i.e., Negative) 

“He is an utter failure.  No remorse and no regret.  It’s quit 

honestly sick and disguisting. https://t.co/iqbYbEgU8V” 
AdamKinzinger 

“This is sad, heartless, and ruthless. \n\nA disgrace from 

#CorruptCuomo sycophant hacks who specialize in these sick 

sexist smears. \n\nTHREAD👇 https://t.co/lAVT4GMV2h” 

EliseStefanik 

 

https://t.co/XokVdOpHA4
https://t.co/Im3QlM5cYk
https://t.co/dV5cFgMFBm
https://t.co/iqbYbEgU8V
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Deep Learning and Political Partisanship 

There are two major types of approaches that can be used to automatically detect 

social media users’ political partisanship. One is a network-based approach, which 

classifies users according to their relationships or interactions with other users. For 

instance, if one user follows more Republican politicians and media than Democratic 

politicians and media, this user is more likely to be Republican. Kearney’s (2019) study 

used this approach. By collecting data from users who followed pre-defined Republican 

and Democratic Twitter accounts, Kearney (2019) measured the polarization change over 

time during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Guerrero-Solé’s (2017) study used the 

structure of the retweet overlap network (RON) to classify users’ political orientation. 

This specific approach does not need the information of pre-defined Twitter accounts; 

instead, it applies unsupervised methods to automatically separate different groups of 

users based on their social network structures. 

Network-based approaches are usually accurate but have limitations. Twitter’s 

API allows researchers to collect following information of 15 users every 15 minutes. If 

one wanted to know 10,000 users’ political partisanship, it would take about seven days 

to obtain their following information. Additionally, classifying users’ partisanship by the 

retweet overlap network (RON) does not need users’ following information. Yet some 

users might not make retweets, and therefore their partisanship cannot be detected. 

Moreover, Twitter only returns 1% of tweets when using keyword searching to collect 

data, which might lead to sparse social network connections and limit the accuracy of 

classification. 
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Another approach is based on text. People with different political partisanship 

tend to have different political, ideological, and cultural viewpoints on various social 

issues (Carney et al., 2008; Shook & Fazio, 2009). These differences can be reflected by 

their expressions on social media. Therefore, classifying users’ political partisanship by 

examining their social media posts is an approach that has been adopted by many 

scholars. For instance, Rao and associates’ (2010) study classified political orientation by 

using 1,000 users’ tweets as training data and achieved an 82.84% accuracy with a n-

gram model. Colleoni et al. (2014) trained their model based on around 200,000 tweets 

collected from around 10,000 users who follow either Democrat or Republican accounts 

and reached an accuracy of 79.48%. 

The current study primarily adopts the text-based approach due to the large 

number of accounts in its datasets. However, some network information is also contained 

in text via at-mentioning. For example, when at-mentioning another user, a connection is 

built between the speaker and the at-mentioned user, and this connection may reflect the 

speaker’s political identity. By feeding tweets with at-mentions into neural network 

models, this study’s classification method takes both text and network information into 

account.   

The same list of politicians in Congress was used to train deep learning models. I 

obtained up to 3,200 tweets from each politician’s Twitter account on March 12, April 

16, July 5, and October 27, 2020. I also included the aforementioned politician data 

collected from February 11 to May 28, 2021. In total, I obtained around 3.2 million 

tweets from 825 politicians. To make the dataset balanced, I randomly dropped around 
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0.7 million tweets sent from Democrats and finally had a dataset with 2,504,920 tweets, 

50% from Democrats and 50% from Republicans.  

Text classification can benefit from pre-trained word vectors. By training 

unsupervised neural networks with large text datasets, each word can be represented by a 

vector that reflects its latent traits and relations with other words. I used Word2Vec 

(Mikolov et al., 2013) to pre-train all tweets of the politician dataset and around 2 million 

tweets of the ordinary user dataset (Although the Bert model (Devlin et al., 2018) 

outperformed Word2Vec in many NLP tasks, my GPU does not have the capacity to 

implement a Bert model with the large dataset of this study.) I set window size to five, 

vector dimension to 200, and epoch to 64. Considering that tweets are limited to 280 

characters, the sequence size of each tweet was set to 50. Those tweets which are shorter 

than 50 words were padded to 50 with zeroes.  

I designed a neural network model to classify political partisanship by using 

Keras API in Python (Chollet et al., 2015). This model has one Bidirectional Long Short-

Term Memory (BiLSTM) layer with 200 nodes and .1 dropout and recurrent dropout rate, 

one Attention layer adopted from Agarwal’s code (2019), one fully connected layer with 

64 nodes and ReLu activation function, one dropout layer with 0.2 rate of dropout, and 

one fully connected layer with 1 node and Sigmoid activation function (see Figure 1).  

Figure 1 The Architecture of the Neural Networks 
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I split data into 72% training data, 20% testing data, and 8% validation data. I 

included two callback functions. The first one is ReduceLRONPlatueau, which uses 

validation loss as a monitor with patience set as 5 and cooldown set as 0. The second one 

is EarlyStopping, which uses validation accuracy as a monitor with a minimum delta set 

as 1e-4 and patience set as 5.  

The batch size was set to 512, and epochs were set to 64. Because of the callback 

function, the training process stopped at the 26th epoch. The training process took around 

three hours. The testing accuracy is 87.71%. The F1 score was 88.00%. The ROC curve 

is shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 2 The ROC Curve 
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Note. NN indicates the Neural Network used in this study. RF indicates the Random 

Forest used as a comparison.  

An attention mechanism is an algorithm in deep learning. One advantage of using 

them is that they provide attention weights, which can reflect the contribution of each 

word to the classification process and allow researchers to examine how classifications 

are made. I generated attention weights of some accurately classified Democratic and 

Republican tweets, shown below in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 The Attention Weights of Typical Democratic and Republican Tweets 
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Note. The intensity of color indicates the importance of words in the classification 

process. 

This neural network model classifies users’ potential political partisanship by 

analyzing individual tweets. However, one individual tweet might not accurately reflect 

one’s political partisanship. Therefore, this study adopted a two-step method (see Figure 

4) to increase accuracy. I collected 50 tweets from one user and used the model to 

classify each of 50 tweets. The model is then able to generate the probability of each 

tweet being either a Republican or a Democratic tweet. I manually set thresholds for 

classification based on the probabilities. If a probability was greater than .6, the tweet 
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was labeled as a Republican tweet; if it was smaller than .4, the tweet was labeled as a 

Democratic tweet; if it was between .4 and .6, it was labeled as unclear/neutral. Then I 

counted the number of Republican, Democratic, and unclear/neutral tweets among the 50 

tweets sent by one user and found the dominant category. This dominant category 

became the partisanship label of this user. I tested this two-step method on a non-

politician dataset with 61 Twitter users manually identified as Republicans and 68 users 

manually identified as Democrats. The accuracy of this method was 91.5%, and the F1 

score was 92.3%. 

Figure 4 The Two-Step Model of Political Partisanship Classification  

 

 

In the rest of the paper, I refer to the users as Democrats or Republicans for 

convenience, but I do not mean to suggest that these users have Democratic or 

Republican allegiances. The partisanship labels are for their perceived political identity 

based on their expressions.  
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Intergroup Communication 

I extracted at-mention information from users’ tweets and used the same two-step 

partisanship classification method to identify the partisanship of these at-mentioned 

users. If a Democratic user at-mentions another Democratic user, then this tweet can be 

regarded as ingroup communication; if a Democratic user at-mentions a Republican user, 

then this tweet can be regarded as outgroup communication. If a user at-mention multiple 

users, I identified each of the at-mentioned users’ partisanships, found the dominant 

partisanship among these users, and then compared this dominant partisanship to the 

original user’s partisanship to determine ingroup and outgroup communication.  

Descriptive Statistics 

After generating all of the variables, I calculated their descriptive statistics, 

presented in Table 4. From the table, we can see that the SDs of social capital gain/day, 

likability gain/wave, popularity gain/wave, likability, and popularity are much larger than 

their means, indicating outliers or non-normal distributions. Therefore, this study made 

variable transformations and removed DV outliers before analyses. 
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Table 4 Descriptive Statistics 

 Politician Dataset Ordinary User Dataset 

 Mean SD Mean SD 

User-level     

Social Capital Gain/Day 87.973 674.511 0.613 9.286 

Likability Gain/Wave 33281.69 162171.7 346.132 8327.223 

Popularity Gain/Wave 6211.49 26487.1 44.258 1318.758 

Emotion-Rationality Mean 0.007 0.033 0.069 0.037 

Positive-Negative Mean 0.058 0.020 0.025 0.020 

Emotion-Rationality SD 0.062 0.016 0.067 0.015 

Positive-Negative SD 0.035 0.009 0.042 0.011 

Total Followers 250932.5 1231191 1514.185 7843.972 

Followees Increase/Day 0.418 16.919 0.380 6.271 

Retweets Sent/Wave 11.375 23.767 105.518 734.266 

Original Tweets Sent/Wave 36.366 38.543 50.605 54.858 

Total Followees 2119.897 6659.357 1234.556 3548.99 

Total Tweets Sent 5833.499 5825.917 20964.74 41003.83 

Total Likes Sent 1956.832 5139.384 31279.24 52180.95 

     

Tweet-level     

Likability 1028.803 7937.714 5.705 731.869 

Popularity 186.925 1272.957 0.530 72.137 

Emotion-Rationality 0.002 0.068 0.073 0.076 

Positive-Negative 0.055 0.040 0.021 0.047 

Words Count 31.122 12.778 15.984 13.663 

Note. Means and SDs were calculated before transformation and outlier removal.  
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Chapter Six: Results 

This study aims to analyze the influence of communicative patterns on users’ 

social capital (reflected by the number of followers one has), likability (reflected by the 

number of likes one receives), and popularity (reflected by the number of retweets one 

receives) gains. As stated before, Twitter data contain two levels of information—the 

tweet-level and the user-level information. At the tweet-level, each tweet displays 

emotional, rational, positive, and negative communicative patterns and receives likes and 

retweets reflecting its likability and popularity respectively. Therefore, at the tweet-level, 

I used communicative patterns as independent variables (IVs) to predict the likability and 

popularity (dependent variable, i.e., DV) of each tweet. However, because data were 

collected from several waves, and because one user sent more than one tweet during each 

wave, the tweet-level information was nested within waves and users. This nested 

structure of data may bias the results. For example, one user’s followers might generally 

prefer emotional tweets and thereby like and retweet this user’s emotional tweets more 

frequently. In this case, the tweets of this particular user might be different from the 

tweets of other users and thus influence the general pattern of the statistical model. To 

solve this problem, multilevel modeling approach was used via lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) 

with wave orders as a second-level group variable and user IDs as a third-level group 

variable to control the influence of certain users in certain waves. However, this three-

layer model reported a singularity issue, which indicates that the model is too 

complicated and overfitted (Bates et al., 2014). Therefore, the wave variable was 

removed, and only the user IDs were kept as a second-level group variable.  
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At the user-level, each user gains or loses followers during a period, which 

reflects their social capital changes. The total number of likes and retweets a user 

received from the tweets sent during this period reflect their general likability and 

popularity at the time. These variables served as DVs in the user-level models. The 

average scores of emotional-rational and positive-negative communicative patterns from 

all the tweets sent during the period served as IVs. Again, because data were collected 

from multiple waves, and each user-level variable was repeatedly measured during each 

wave, user IDs were used as a second-level group variable to control for the influence of 

some special waves.   

Before doing hypothesis tests, correlation analyses were run to examine the 

potential co-linearity among independent variables. The results are displayed in Tables 5–

8. From the results, we can see that no strong correlations were detected between 

variables, especially the communicative pattern variables, which are this study’s focus of 

analyses.  

Table 5 Correlations Between IVs of User-Level Model in the Politician Dataset 
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Table 6 Correlations Between IVs of User-Level Model in the Ordinary User Dataset 

 

Table 7 Correlations Between IVs of Tweet-Level Model with Politician Dataset 

 Emotion-

Rationality 

Positive-

Negative 

Total 

Followers 

Total 

Followees 

Total 

Likes Sent 

Words 

Count 

Emotion-

Rationality 
1.000      

Positive-Negative .160 1.000     

Total Followers .008 -.078 1.000    

Total Followees .000 -.103 .296 1.000   

Total Likes Sent .069 -.096 .130 .364 1.000  

Words Count -.223 .037 .006 -.090 -.112 1.000 

 

Table 8 Correlations Between IVs of Tweet-Level Model in the Ordinary User Dataset 

 Emotion-

Rationality 

Positive-

Negative 

Total 

Followers 

Total 

Followees 

Total 

Likes Sent 

Words 

Count 

Emotion-

Rationality 
1.000      

Positive-Negative .095 1.000     

Total Followers .000 .064 1.000    

Total Followees .042 .010 .252 1.000   

Total Likes Sent .031 .023 .126 .226 1.000  

Words Count -.080 .092 .006 -.074 -.031 1.000 
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RQ1a examines whether emotional or rational messages receive a higher level of 

likability and popularity. This is a tweet-level research question. The results show that, in 

the politician dataset (see Table 11 model 1 and Figure 5 upper left image), when a tweet 

became more emotional than rational, it had a higher level of likability ( = .025, t 

(174350) = 15.755, p < .001), but had a lower level of popularity ( = -.021, t (173549) = 

-12.498, p < .001). The patterns were also consistent in the ordinary user dataset (see 

Table 12 Model 1 and Figure 5 lower left image. Likability:  = .051, z = 17.038, p 

< .001; Popularity:  = -.144, z = -26.399, p < .001). RQ1b examines whether users who 

prefer emotional or rational expressions have a higher level of likability, popularity, and 

social capital. The results show that, in the politician dataset (see Table 9 Model 1 and 

Figure 5 upper right image), when a user’s tweets were on average more emotional than 

rational, this user tended to have fewer social capital gains ( = -.089, t (2919) = -3.813, p 

< .001) but more likability gains ( = .021, t (3710) = 2.263, p = .024). In the ordinary 

user dataset (see Table 10 Model 1 and Figure 5 lower right image), when users’ tweets 

were more emotional than rational, they tended to have fewer social capital ( = -.067, t 

(42002) = -14.703, p < .001) and popularity gains ( = -.082, t (49488) = -17.522, p 

< .001), but more likability gains ( = .036, t (104237) = 12.577, p < .001).  

Figure 5 The Relationships Between Emotional-Rational Expressions and Social 

Capital/Likability/Popularity Gains 
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Note. The left side of the x-axis indicates more rationality, while the right side indicates 

more emotion. 

H1 predicts that individuals’ likability, popularity, and social capital will first 

increase and then decrease with the increment of the ratio of positive expressions to 

negative expressions. The results show that, in the politician dataset (see Table 9 model 

1), this hypothesis holds; the quadratic items were significantly negatively associated 

with social capital ( = -.031, t (3334) = -2.469, p = .014), likability ( = -.027, t (3788) = 

-5.535, p < .001), and popularity ( = -.029, t (3850) = -5.615, p < .001), indicating a 

bell-shaped relationship (Figure 6 shows the curvilinear relationship between positive-

negative score and social capital/likability/popularity gains in the models with the 

politician dataset). Also, the linear item was significantly negatively associated with 
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likability ( = -.079, t (3737) = -8.371, p < .001) and popularity ( = -.111, t (3808) = -

11.057, p < .001), implying that the downward trend was more dramatic than the upward 

trend. In the ordinary user dataset (see Table 10 model 1), this relationship only held for 

likability ( = -.035, t (104904) = -34.170, p < .001). It should be noted that the linear 

effects of sentiment were the opposite in the tweet-level models with the politician 

dataset (see Table 11 model 1) and with the ordinary user dataset (see Table 12 model 1). 

In the tweet-level models with the politician dataset, positivity was negatively associated 

with likability ( = -.127, t (174370) = -81.321, p < .001) and popularity ( = -.154, t 

(173575) = -92.587, p < .001), which means positive messages received a lower level of 

likability and popularity than negative messages. In contrast, in the tweet-level models 

with the ordinary user dataset, positivity was positively associate with likability ( 

= .071, z = 24.031, p < .001) and popularity ( = .026, z = 4.713, p < .001).  

Figure 6 The Curvilinear Relationship Between Positive-Negative Score and Social 

Capital/Likability/Popularity Gains in Models with the Politician Dataset 
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Note. The left side of the x-axis indicates more negativity, while the right side indicates 

more positivity. 

RQ2 examines whether Democrats or Republicans are more likely to adopt 

emotional expressions. To answer this research question, I fitted the data in multilevel 

models with emotion-rationality as a DV; users’ partisanship as an IV; followers, 

followees, total tweets sent, and total likes sent as control variables; and user IDs as a 

second-level group variable. The results showed that, in the ordinary user dataset, 

Republicans were less likely to adopt emotional expressions than Democrats ( = -.070, t 

(17999) = -5.123, p < .001). In the politician dataset, Republicans were also less likely to 

adopt emotional expressions than Democrats, but the result was not significant ( = -.018, 

t (693) = -.295, p = .768).  

RQ3 examines whether Democrats or Republicans receive more likability, 

popularity, and social capital gains when adopting emotional-rational expressions and 

positive-negative expressions. The results (see Figure 7) were mixed. When expressions 

became more positive than negative, in the user-level models, Republicans tended to have 

greater popularity losses than Democrats ( = -.064, t (3839) = -3.203, p = .001) in the 

politician dataset (see Table 9 model 2) and have greater likability losses than Democrats 

( = -.021, t (107251) = -3.656, p < .001) in the ordinary user dataset (see table 10 model 

2s); in the tweet-level models, Republicans also had greater popularity losses than 

Democrats ( = -.039, t (173644) = -11.361, p < .001) in the politician dataset and 

likability losses in both politician ( = -.006, t (174439) = -1.960, p = .050) and ordinary 

user ( = -.034, z = -4.941, p < .001) datasets (see Tables 11 and 12 model 2). When 

expressions became more emotional than rational, Republicans tended to have less social 
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capital losses than Democrats ( = .037, t (37851) = 3.626, p < .001) in the user-level 

model with the ordinary user dataset (see Table 10 model 2) and greater likability gains 

( = .016, z = 2.263, p = .024) and fewer popularity losses ( = .088, z = 6.838, p < .001) 

in the tweet-level models with the ordinary user dataset (see Table 12 model 2). The 

interaction effects between emotional-rational expressions and partisanship were not 

significant in the models with the politician dataset (see Tables 9 and 11 model 2). 

Figure 7 The Interaction/Moderation Effects of Political Partisanship 

 

 

Note. The blue lines indicate Democrats, while the red lines indicate Republicans. The 

left side of the x-axis indicates more negativity or rationality, while the right side 

indicates more positivity or emotion. 
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H2 predicts that the emotional expressions lead to more likability and popularity 

gains when group identities are salient, i.e., conversations involve either ingroup or 

outgroup members. However, the results (see Figure 8) show the opposite. In the models 

with the politician dataset (see Table 11 model 3), when expressions became more 

emotional than rational, the group salient condition led to fewer likability ( = -.088, t 

(174169) = -28.945, p < .001) and popularity ( = -.091, t (173349) = -28.194, p < .001) 

gains than the group non-salient condition. This pattern generally held in the models with 

the ordinary user dataset (Popularity:  = -.045, z = -4.246, p < .001), just with the 

likability item being insignificant (see Table 12 model 3). 

Figure 8 The Interaction/Moderation Effects of Group Salience 

 

Note. The solid lines indicate a group salient condition, while the dashed lines indicate a 

group non-salient condition. The left side of the x-axis indicates more rationality, while 

the right side indicates more emotion. 

H3a and H3b predict that, when conversations involve ingroup members, positive 

expressions lead to more likability and popularity gains than those when conversations 

involve outgroup members, while negative expressions lead to less likability and 

popularity gains than those when conversations involve outgroup members. The results 

were mixed (see Figure 9). In the models with the politician dataset (see Table 11 model 

3), when expressions become more positive than negative, outgroup conversations tended 
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to have greater likability ( = -.036, t (174114) = -6.320, p < .001) and popularity ( = 

-.043, t (173280) = -6.933, p < .001) losses than ingroup conversations, supporting the 

hypotheses. However, in the models with the ordinary user dataset (see Table 12 model 

3), the patterns were the opposite (Likability:  = .047, z = 5.759, p < .001; Popularity:  

= .040, z = 2.178, p = .029).  

Figure 9 The Interaction/Moderation Effects of Group Salience 

 

Note. The green lines indicate ingroup conversations, while the grey lines indicate 

outgroup conversations. The left side of the x-axis indicates more negativity, while the 

right side indicates more positivity. 
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Table 9 Multilevel Models with User-level Information from the Politician Dataset 

 

Variables 

Social Capital Likability Popularity 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 

Main Effects       

Emotion-Rationality Mean 
-.089 *** 

(.023)  

-.117 *** 

(.032) 

.021 * 

(.009) 

.015  

(.013) 

-.001 

(.010) 

-.003 

(.013) 

Positive-Negative Mean 
-.034 

(.023)  

-.056 

(.033) 

-.079 *** 

(.009) 

-.063 *** 

(.013) 

-.111 *** 

(.010) 

-.079 *** 

(.014) 

Positive-Negative Mean 2 
-.031 * 

(.012) 

-.047 * 

(.021) 

-.027 *** 

(.005) 

-.041 *** 

(.008) 

-.029 *** 

(.005) 

-.040 *** 

(.008) 

Emotion-Rationality SD 
-.010  

(.017) 

-.011 

(.017) 

.015 * 

(.006) 

.015 * 

(.006) 

.009 

(.007) 

.008 

(.007) 

Positive-Negative SD 
-.017 

(.017) 

-.018 

(.017) 

.023 *** 

(.006) 

.024 *** 

(.006) 

.021 ** 

(.007) 

.022 *** 

(.007) 

Party R 
-.102 

(.055) 

-.120 * 

(.059) 

-.278 *** 

(.056) 

-.299 *** 

(.057) 

-.219 *** 

(.055) 

-.235 *** 

(.056) 

Control Variables       

Total Followers 
-.011 

(.019) 

-.011 

(.019) 

.315 *** 

(.028) 

.315 *** 

(.028) 

.299 *** 

(.028) 

.300 *** 

(.028) 

Followees Increase/Day 
.085 *** 

(.017)  

.085 *** 

(.017) 

-.003 

(.005) 

-.003 

(.004) 

-.001 

(.005) 

-.002 

(.005) 

Retweets Sent/Wave 
.004  

(.023) 

-.003 

(.023) 

.031 ** 

(.011) 

.031 ** 

(.011) 

.028 * 

(.011) 

.028 * 

(.011) 

Original Tweets Sent/Wave 
.077 *** 

(.023) 

.076 *** 

(.023) 

.196 *** 

(.009) 

.195 *** 

(.009) 

.220 *** 

(.010) 

.219 *** 

(.010) 

Interactions       

Emotion-Rationality Mean  

Party R 

- .056 

(.046) 

- .013 

(.018) 

- -.008 

(.019) 

Positive-Negative Mean  

Party R 

- .038 

(.046) 

- -.031 

(.019) 

- -.064 ** 

(.020) 

Positive-Negative Mean 2  

Party R 

- .024 

(.026) 

- .023 * 

(.010) 

- .018 

(.010) 

 
ICC = .339 

N = 3649 

ICC = .874 

N = 4401 

ICC = .849 

N = 4401 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. SEs are in parenthesis. In the social capital 

model, outlier cases (social capital scores beyond the 1.5 interquartile range) were 

removed. Likability and Popularity scores were log-transformed. All variables were 

standardized into z-scores.  
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Table 10 Multilevel Models with User-level Information from the Ordinary User Dataset 

 

Variables 

Social Capital Likability Popularity 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 

Main Effects       

Emotion-Rationality Mean 
-.067 *** 

(.005)  

-.083 *** 

(.006)  

.036 *** 

(.003) 

.034 *** 

(.004) 

-.082 *** 

(.005) 

-.094 *** 

(.006) 

Positive-Negative Mean 
.072*** 

(.004)  

.080*** 

(.005)  

.022 *** 

(.002) 

.027 *** 

(.003) 

.063 *** 

(.004) 

.074 *** 

(.005) 

Positive-Negative Mean 2 
-.003  

(.002) 

-.004  

(.002) 

-.035 *** 

(.001) 

-.033 *** 

(.001) 

-.001 

(.002) 

-.003 

(.002) 

Emotion-Rationality SD 
.010 **  

(.004) 

.010 **  

(.004) 

.032 *** 

(.002) 

.032 *** 

(.002) 

-.010 *** 

(.003) 

-.010 *** 

(.003) 

Positive-Negative SD 
.010 ** 

(.004) 

.010 ** 

(.004) 

.020 *** 

(.002) 

.020 *** 

(.002) 

.005 

(.003) 

.005 

(.003) 

Party N 
-.150 *** 

(.014) 

-.188 *** 

(.017) 

.061 *** 

(.013) 

.075 *** 

(.011) 

.197 *** 

(.016) 

.112 *** 

(.019) 

Party R 
-.075 *** 

(.010) 

-.071 *** 

(.011) 

-.105 *** 

(.011) 

-.102 *** 

(.011) 

-.090 *** 

(.013) 

-.088 *** 

(.014) 

Control Variables       

Total Followers 
-.057 *** 

(.004) 

-.057 *** 

(.004) 

.095 *** 

(.004) 

.096 *** 

(.004) 

.203 *** 

(.005) 

.203 *** 

(.005) 

Followees Increase/Day 
.047 *** 

(.004)  

.047 *** 

(.004)  

.004 ** 

(.002) 

.004 ** 

(.002) 

.009 *** 

(.002) 

.009 *** 

(.002) 

Retweets Sent/Wave 
.086 *** 

(.004) 

.086 *** 

(.004) 

.001 

(.002) 

.001 

(.002) 

.003 

(.002) 

.003 

(.002) 

Original Tweets Sent/Wave 
.261 *** 

(.004) 

.261 *** 

(.004) 

.559 *** 

(.003) 

.559 *** 

(.003) 

.481 *** 

(.004) 

.481 *** 

(.004) 

Interactions       

Emotion-Rationality Mean  

Party N 

- .060 *** 

(.016) 

- .001 

(.010) 

- .094 *** 

(.014) 

Emotion-Rationality Mean  

Party R 

- .037 *** 

(.010) 

- .009 

(.006) 

- .004 

(.010) 

Positive-Negative Mean  

Party N 

- -.020 

(.014) 

- -.002 

(.008) 

- -.036 ** 

(.011) 

Positive-Negative Mean  

Party R 

- -.018 

(.010) 

- -.021 *** 

(.006) 

- -.010 

(.009) 

Positive-Negative Mean 2  

Party N 

- .008 

(.008) 

- -.017 *** 

(.004) 

- .016 ** 

(.006) 

Positive-Negative Mean 2  

Party R 

- .002 

(.004) 

- -.002 

(.002) 

- -.001 

(.004) 

 
ICC = .171 

N = 97785 

ICC = .616 

N = 116791 

ICC = .569 

N = 73703 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. SEs are in parenthesis. In the social capital 

model, outlier cases (social capital scores beyond the 1.5 interquartile range) were 
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removed. In the popularity model, cases with a zero popularity score were removed. 

Likability and popularity scores were log-transformed. All variables were standardized 

into z-scores. 
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Table 11 Multilevel Models with Tweet-level Information from the Politician Dataset 

 

Variables 

Likability  Popularity  

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Main Effects       

Emotion-Rationality 
.025 *** 

(.002) 

.025 *** 

(.002) 

.053 *** 

(.002) 

-.021 *** 

(.002) 

-.018 *** 

(.002) 

.009 *** 

(.002) 

Positive-Negative 
-.127 *** 

(.002) 

-.125 *** 

(.002) 

-.041 *** 

(.003) 

-.15 *** 

(.002) 

-.14 *** 

(.002) 

-.061 *** 

(.003) 

Party R 
-.365 *** 

(.069) 

-.365 *** 

(.069) 

-.373 *** 

(.071) 

-.220 *** 

(.051) 

-.218 *** 

(.051) 

-.223 *** 

(.051) 

Group-Salience: Yes 
- - -.266 *** 

(.010) 

- - -.232 *** 

(.011) 

Intergroup: Out 
- - -.030 *** 

(.006) 

- - -.006 

(.007) 

Intergroup: Other 
- - -.097 *** 

(.011) 

- - -.065 *** 

(.011) 

Control Variables       

Total Followers 
.414 *** 

(.029) 

.414 *** 

(.029) 

.420 *** 

(.030) 

.305 *** 

(.021) 

.306 *** 

(.021) 

.306 *** 

(.021) 

Total Followees 
.109 *** 

(.024) 

.110 *** 

(.024) 

.106 *** 

(.024) 

.103 *** 

(.022) 

.104 *** 

(.022) 

.102 *** 

(.021) 

Total Tweets Sent 
-.697 *** 

(.037) 

-.699 *** 

(.037) 

-.743 *** 

(.038) 

-.235 *** 

(.031) 

-.240 *** 

(.031) 

-.251 *** 

(.031) 

Total Likes Sent 
.130 ** 

(.042) 

.131 ** 

(.042) 

.155 ** 

(.042) 

.043 

(.035) 

.042 

(.035) 

.057 

(.035) 

Words Count 
.082 *** 

(.002) 

.082 *** 

(.002) 

.083 *** 

(.002) 

.105 *** 

(.002) 

.105 *** 

(.002) 

.106 *** 

(.002) 

Interactions       

Emotion-Rationality  Party 

R 

- -.001 

(.003) 

- - -.003 

(.003) 

- 

Positive-Negative  Party R 
- -.006 * 

(.003) 

- - -.039 ** 

(.003) 

- 

Emotion-Rationality  

Group-Salience: Yes 

- - -.088 *** 

(.003) 

- - -.091 *** 

(.003) 

Positive-Negative  

Intergroup: Out 

- - -.036 *** 

(.006) 

- - -.043 *** 

(.006) 

Positive-Negative  

Intergroup: Other 

- - -.107 *** 

(.003) 

- - -.117 *** 

(.004) 

       

ICC 
.722 .723 .737 .548 .548 .556 

N 177319 175886 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. SEs are in parenthesis. In both likability and 

popularity models, outlier cases (likability or popularity scores beyond the 1.5 
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interquartile range) were removed. Likability and popularity scores were log-

transformed. All variables were standardized into z-scores. 
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Table 12 Multilevel Models with Tweet-level Information from the Ordinary Users 

Dataset 

 

Variables 

Likability Popularity 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Main Effects       

Emotion-Rationality 
.051 *** 

(.003) 

.047 *** 

(.004) 

.051 *** 

(.004) 

-.144 *** 

(.005) 

-.198 *** 

(.008) 

-.133 *** 

(.007) 

Positive-Negative 
.071 *** 

(.003) 

.082 *** 

(.004) 

.055 *** 

(.005) 

.026 *** 

(.005) 

.018 * 

(.008) 

.037 *** 

(.011) 

Party N 
.251 ** 

(.088) 

.254 ** 

(.089) 

.247 ** 

(.089) 

.391 *** 

(.092) 

.380 *** 

(.091) 

.175 

(.089) 

Party R 
-.150 * 

(.070) 

-.147 * 

(.069) 

-.159 * 

(.069) 

-.010 

(.072) 

-.004 

(.072) 

-.013 

(.071) 

Group-Salience: Yes 
- - .007 

(.014) 

- - -.725 *** 

(.029) 

Intergroup: Out 
- - -.209 *** 

(.009) 

- - -.214 *** 

(.019) 

Intergroup: Other 
- - .067 *** 

(.014) 

- - -.024 

(.029) 

Control Variables       

Total Followers 
.345 *** 

(.042) 

.345 *** 

(.042) 

.340 *** 

(.042) 

.379 *** 

(.041) 

.379 *** 

(.041) 

.355 *** 

(.040) 

Total Followees 
.054 

(.039) 

.054 

(.039) 

.058 

(.039) 

.097 * 

(.022) 

.096 * 

(.039) 

.110 ** 

(.039) 

Total Tweets Sent 
-.095 ** 

(.037) 

-.095 ** 

(.037) 

-.104 ** 

(.037) 

.150 *** 

(.037) 

.149 *** 

(.037) 

.113 ** 

(.037) 

Total Likes Sent 
.294 *** 

(.031) 

.294 *** 

(.031) 

.296 *** 

(.031) 

.061 

(.033) 

.061 

(.033) 

.078 * 

(.033) 

Words Count 
.182 *** 

(.003) 

.182 *** 

(.003) 

.185 *** 

(.003) 

.363 *** 

(.005) 

.361 *** 

(.005) 

.371 *** 

(.005) 

Interactions       

Emotion-Rationality  Party 

N 

- -.003 

(.008) 

- .- .132 *** 

(.014) 

- 

Emotion-Rationality  Party 

R 

 .016 * 

(.007) 

 - .088 *** 

(.013) 

 

Positive-Negative  Party N 
- -.009 

(.008) 

- - .015 

(.013) 

- 

Positive-Negative  Party R 
 -.034 *** 

(.007) 

 - 

 

.024 

(.013) 

 

Emotion-Rationality  

Group-Salience: Yes 

- - -.003 

(.006) 

- - -.045 *** 

(.011) 

Positive-Negative  

Intergroup: Out 

- - .047 *** 

(.008) 

- - .040 * 

(.018) 

Positive-Negative  

Intergroup: Other 

- - .010 

(.007) 

- - -.024 

(.012) 
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ICC 
.229 .229 .228 .227 .226 .220 

N 635897 635897 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. SEs are in parenthesis. Likability and popularity 

scores were transformed into binary variables (receiving no likes/retweets vs. receiving at 

least one likes/retweets). All other variables were standardized into z-scores. Popularity 

models 2 and 3 had convergence issues.  

Since this study measured sentiment and dual-process styles independently, it 

might be possible that sentiment scores only varied in tweets with high emotion scores. 

Therefore, this study further filtered out tweets with below median emotional scores and 

ran all the models on them. The effects of sentiment found in this reduced dataset were 

not significantly different from those reported above (few of the results became 

insignificant because of the smaller sample size, but the direction of the relationships did 

not change).  
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Chapter Seven: Discussion 

There has long been a debate about whether politics is driven by rational 

elaboration or emotional impulse (see Habermas, 2001; Mouffe, 1999; Westen, 2008). 

This debate continues when communication moves into a computer-mediated 

environment. Some scholars argue that people are less likely to be influenced by 

emotional cues but more likely to use their cognitive/rational system to scrutinize 

information in computer-mediated communication (e.g., Di Blasio & Milani, 2008), 

while others found that people prefer cognitive simplicity and emotional expressions on 

Twitter during presidential elections (e.g., Pancer & Poole, 2016). Following these 

debates, this study examined whether emotional or rational messages on Twitter receive 

more social capital, likability, and popularity gains. From both user-level and tweet-level 

models with both politician and ordinary user datasets, the results consistently show that 

emotional expressions increase likability gains while rational expressions increase social 

capital and popularity gains. These findings imply that both emotional and rational 

expressions have their advantages and disadvantages. However, considering that 

receiving popularity (retweets) and social capital (followers) lead to more visibility 

increase than receiving likes on social media, expressing rational opinions might be a 

better strategy than expressing emotions for politicians and social media influencers. 

Since this study did not intend to distinguish the differences among social capital, 

likability, and popularity, it cannot provide sound reasons to explain why their 

relationships with emotional and rational expressions are different. One speculation is 

that “liking” on social media is a behavior driven more by emotion than “following” and 

“retweeting.” According to the literature, liking indicates “attention to others,” “care or 
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respect for friends” (Eftekhar et al., 2014), “social support and grooming,” and 

“utilitarian purposes” (Hayes et al., 2016). In contrast, retweeting is a behavior of 

endorsement and sharing information (Freelon et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2012). From their 

different functions, we can see that people might be more likely to send likes to a tweet 

when they are emotionally motivated, whereas they might be more likely to retweet a 

post after rationally engaging with its content. Moreover, when one retweets, their 

followers receive messages about their retweets and can see their retweets on their 

timelines; this is not the case when one sends likes—their followers will not see anything 

unless they intentionally go to their “likes” page. Therefore, compared with liking, 

retweeting is more visible and thereby requires more caution and costs more cognitive 

resources. Nevertheless, this study does not have empirical evidence to support the above 

arguments; future research is needed to further examine how likes and retweets are 

different from each other in a political context. 

Being positive or negative is another influential factor for likability, popularity, 

and social capital gains. Many studies have demonstrated that being positive leads to 

positive relationships (e.g., Bareket-Bojmel & Shahar, 2011; Bell, 1978; Sommers, 

1984). However, in a political context, scholars argue that negative emotions, such as 

sadness and anger, can also increase politicians’ likability (D’Errico, 2019; Tiedens, 

2001). More importantly, scholars argue that it is not positivity or negativity that matters 

per se, but different ratios of positivity to negativity which result in different relationship 

outcomes (Robinson et al., 1995; Rose & Bednar, 1980; Youssef & Luthans, 2011). 

Based on the above arguments, this study examined whether a curvilinear relationship 

exists between sentiment and likability/popularity/social capital gains. The results show 
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that, in the politician dataset, this curvilinear relationship was consistently found in social 

capital, likability, and popularity models. In the ordinary user dataset, it was only 

significantly detected in the likability model. This curvilinear relationship suggests that 

neither having purely positive nor having purely negative tweets make one most likable 

and popular; instead, the likability and popularity increase when one’s messages go from 

extremely negative to somewhat negative and positive, reach the peak, and then decrease 

when messages go to extremely positive. That is to say, the best strategy of sending 

messages is to include both negative and positive information. This argument is further 

supported by the significant effect of the positive-negative SD variable. In the models 

with the politician dataset, positive-negative SD is significantly positively associated with 

likability and popularity; in the models with the ordinary user dataset, it is significantly 

positively associated with social capital and likability. Positive-negative SD is a variable 

that measures the standard deviation of one user’s positive-negative scores during one 

wave of data collection. If it is high, it indicates that this user sent messages with diverse 

positive-negative scores; if it is low, it means every message this user sent is similar with 

other messages regarding the positive-negative score. Therefore, the positive 

relationships between positive-negative SD and likability/popularity/social capital reflect 

that one should send messages with diverse tones to achieve a better communication 

outcome.  

In a political context, political identity and partisanship play an important role in 

determining how people interpret social issues, form their viewpoints, and express their 

opinions (Carney et al., 2008; Shook & Fazio, 2009). Democrats and Republicans may 

have different communicative norms and achieve different communication effects. This 
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study therefore explores whether Democrats or Republicans are more likely to adopt 

emotional expressions and whether they receive more likability, popularity, and social 

capital gains when they adopt emotional-rational and positive-negative expressions. The 

model with the politician dataset shows that Republicans are less likely to adopt 

emotional expressions but more likely to adopt rational expressions than Democrats; the 

model with the ordinary user dataset did not show significant results. Then this study 

examined the moderation effects of partisanship. The results show that Republicans 

receive relatively more social capital, likability, and popularity gains when their 

expressions become more emotional than Democrats do (even though Democrats almost 

always receive more total gains than Republicans), indicating that their audience likes (or 

tolerates) emotional expressions more than the audience of Democratic users. However, 

this pattern is only significant in the ordinary user dataset. In terms of positive-negative 

expressions, Republican receive relatively less social capital, likability, and popularity 

gains than Democrats do when their expressions become more positive, implying that 

their audience has a higher level of preference for (or tolerance to) negative expressions. 

This pattern is generally consistent in both politician and ordinary user datasets. In sum, 

Democratic users usually prefer emotional expression, but their audiences usually do not 

like it as much as Republican users’ audiences do. Furthermore, Democratic users’ 

audiences also do not like negative expressions as much as Republican users’ audiences 

do, demonstrating that Twitter users with different political identities and partisanships 

often have different communicative patterns, and these patterns receive different 

communication effects. However, it should be noted that the moderation effects are 

smaller than the main effects. That is to say, although Republican users’ audiences like 
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emotional expressions more than Democratic users’ audiences do, it does not change the 

main effect in which emotional expressions result in less social capital and popularity 

gains than rational expressions do. 

Besides the moderation effects of political identity and partisanship, this study 

also examined the moderation effects of group salience and ingroup/outgroup 

conversations. Intergroup communication theory suggests that individuals tend to identify 

themselves as group members and follow group norms in a group salient context (Giles, 

2012; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). This study defines group salient context as conversations 

involving Twitter users with clear political identities. For example, if one tweet at-

mentions another Twitter user with either Democratic or Republican identity, this tweet 

creates a group salient context. Based on this operational definition, this study found that 

rational expressions receive more likability and popularity than emotional expressions in 

a group salient context. This finding is opposite to this study’s hypothesis based on the 

intergroup communication theory (Giles, 2012) and affective polarization literature 

(Iyengar et al., 2012), which assumes that ingroup favor and outgroup hate make people 

prefer emotional expressions in a group salient context. Future research is needed to 

explain this unexpected finding. 

Moreover, according to the affective polarization theory, this study proposes that 

hate and negative evaluations of members of the opposing party (Iyengar et al., 2012) 

may lead to more likability and popularity gains from negative expressions regarding 

outgroup members. However, the findings from this study are mixed. The hypothesis is 

supported in the model with the politician dataset but is not supported in the model with 

the ordinary user dataset (although in the ordinary user dataset, the ingroup conversations 
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consistently receive more likability and popularity gains). One speculation might be that 

the model used to analyze the ordinary user dataset is a logistic regression, which 

simplifies likability and popularity into binary variables—either receiving likes/retweets 

or not receiving likes/retweets. This model may not accurately reflect the real likability 

and popularity gains of ingroup and outgroup communication. If considering the real 

number of likes and retweets one message receives instead of whether it receives likes 

and retweets, the negative expressions regarding outgroup users might on average 

outperform the positive expressions regarding outgroup users. 

Implications 

Based on this study’s findings, politicians and social media influencers should 

consider making more rational expressions than emotional expressions in political 

discussion to increase their popularity and social capital. Meanwhile, they should 

consider including more diverse tones in their expressions; either being always positive 

or always negative decreases their likability, popularity, and social capital. In terms of 

intergroup communication, there is no clear pattern showing which method of interaction 

is more preferable. But generally, mentioning either ingroup or outgroup members 

creates a group salient context and hurts likability and popularity of the message.  

At the societal level, this study shows that social media, especially Twitter, might 

not lead to chaos, irrational expressions, and hate speech as some imagined. Rational 

expressions and diverse tones are actually encouraged by its reward system. However, 

being rational does not necessarily mean being reasonable and unbiased. The rational 

scale used in this study only measures if a message uses some cognitive words to state 

opinions. A conspiracy theory can also be presented in a rational way with fabricated 
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scientific evidence and analyses. Therefore, this study is not enough to describe the 

complex roles social media plays in our society and democracy.  

Another contribution of this study is from its methodology. It computationally 

detected communicative patterns, political identities, and intergroup communications 

from Twitter texts. DDR has been used to detect sentiment and moral dimensions by 

previous studies. This study first used it to identify dual-process thinking styles. The 

results demonstrated its validity and efficiency, showing its potential value for other 

researchers to implement to study dual-process thinking styles. Furthermore, the two-step 

model for political identity classification also outperforms previous methods. The 

attention mechanism used in the model provides researchers the possibility to investigate 

how deep learning works on classifying social science concepts, increasing the 

interpretability of the model. Moreover, building on this two-step political identity 

classification model, this study further developed a method to detect ingroup and 

outgroup conversations from tweets. This method can facilitate future research in 

intergroup communication. 

Limitations and Future Research 

This study is limited in several aspects. First, although Twitter has a large 

population of users, it does not represent the general public in the U.S. and also does not 

represent all social media users. Therefore, the findings of this study may not be 

generalized to a broader population. Future research could consider examining data from 

other social media platforms. Second, the Distributed Dictionary Representation (DDR) 

with seed words used in this study, although has been demonstrated to be valid, may not 

achieve its best performance. Future research could use human labeled datasets to train 
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DDRs with different seed words to select the best combination of seed words. Third, it is 

difficult to define the “political context.” This study regards tweets sent by politicians and 

by users who participated in the 2020 U.S. presidential election discussion as political 

messages. However, politicians and these users may also talk about non-political issues in 

their tweets. It is difficult to separate the influences of non-political tweets from political 

tweets. Fourth, since Twitter does not require users to fill out their demographic 

information such as gender and race, this study could not examine how demographic 

variables influence people’s communicative patterns and effects. Future research may use 

computational methods to infer users’ demographic traits and include them in models. 
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion 

Traditionally, studies regarding a message’s effects and social identities’ 

influences are conducted in an experimental environment. Participants read researcher-

designed messages and self-report their feelings or opinions. This method can exclude or 

control for many noisy factors, while emphasize potential effects of researchers’ 

interventions. However, because of the experimental environment, it might not accurately 

reflect the reality of a natural societal setting. Thanks to the computational methods and 

big data approach, researchers nowadays are able to obtain digital trace data and identify 

patterns in data through machine learning algorithms, observing human communication 

behaviors in an unobtrusive manner.  

The novelty of this study lies in its development of computational methods to 

examine communication theories and concepts in a computer-mediated environment. 

Based on theories of dual-process thinking styles, affective polarization, positivity-

negativity ratios, and intergroup communication, this study investigated the effects of 

emotional, rational, positive, and negative expressions on Twitter users’ social capital, 

likability, and popularity in a political context, and further explored how political 

partisanship and ingroup/outgroup interactions moderate the relationships between 

communicative patterns and social capital/likability/popularity gains. Some of the 

findings align with previous studies and support their arguments. For example, this study 

detected the curvilinear effect of sentiment, supporting the arguments about positive 

effects of negative expressions. Some of the findings reflect new patterns that deserve 

future analyses. For example, this study found the different effects of emotional and 

rational expressions on likability and popularity, raising a need to develop new theories to 
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explain the different psychological mechanisms of liking and retweeting behaviors. Some 

of the findings are unexpected and inconsistent. For instance, this study found a positive 

effect of negative conversation with outgroup members in the politician dataset but a 

negative effect in the ordinary user dataset, requiring new methods to revisit this topic 

and unfold reasons behind the inconsistency. With all the expected and unexpected 

findings, this study expands communication research from both theoretical and 

methodological perspectives. 

Besides methodological and theoretical contributions, this study also has practical 

implications. Considering social media’s big impacts on people’s communication and 

connection, and considering the essential roles that following, liking, and retweeting 

systems play in social media platforms, this study is significant at both the individual and 

the societal levels. Through examining how different types of communicative patterns 

influence users’ communication outcomes on social media platforms, this study not only 

provides communicators, such as politicians and social media influencers, insights in how 

to efficiently deliver information and build likable and popular personae, but also inspires 

the public to further consider the complex and controversial roles social media plays in 

our society and democracy.   
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Appendices 

Codes can also be found at https://github.com/LingshuHu/DissCode. 

Codes for DDR 

# Word2vec 

import gensim 

# nltk 

import nltk 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from  nltk.stem import SnowballStemmer 

from keras.preprocessing.text import Tokenizer 

from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity 

from collections import Counter 

 

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

import re 

import os 

import string 

import json 

 

stop_words = stopwords.words("english") 

stemmer = SnowballStemmer("english") 

 

def preprocess(text, stem=True): 

    # remove link 

    text = re.sub(r"(http?\://|https?\://|www)\S+", " ", 

str(text).lower()).strip() 

    # remove puctuations and special characters 

    text = re.sub(r'\W+', ' ', text) 

    # Substituting multiple spaces with single space 

    text = re.sub(r'\s+', ' ', text, flags=re.I) 

    # remove first space 

    text = re.sub(r'^\s+', '', text) 

    # Removing prefixed 'b' 

    text = re.sub(r'^b\s+', '', text) 

     

    tokens = [] 

    for token in text.split(): 

        if token not in stop_words: 

            if stem: 

                tokens.append(stemmer.stem(token)) 

            else: 

                tokens.append(token) 

    return(tokens) 

 

def multi_words_vec(words): 

    vecs = [] 

    for word in words: 

        wv = embeddings_index.get(word) 

        if wv is None:  

            wv = np.zeros(vector_size, dtype="float32") 

        vecs.append(wv) 

    mean_vecs = np.mean( np.array(vecs), axis=0 ) 

https://github.com/LingshuHu/DissCode
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    return(mean_vecs) 

 

## Glove Embedding 

embeddings_index = {} 

f = open(os.path.join('../../poliorien/data', 

'glove.twitter.27B.200d.txt'), encoding='UTF-8') 

for line in f: 

    values = line.split() 

    word = values[0] ## The first entry is the word 

    coefs = np.asarray(values[1:], dtype='float32') ## These are the 

vecotrs representing the embedding for the word 

    embeddings_index[word] = coefs 

f.close() 

 

vector_size = 200 

 

## load dictionary 

dc = pd.read_csv('../dictionary_final.csv', encoding = "UTF-8") 

 

dc_vec = {} 

for (cname, cdata) in dc.items(): 

    print(cname) 

    #print(cdata.tolist()) 

dc_vec[cname] = multi_words_vec(cdata.tolist()) 

 

 

## Read Data 

df = pd.read_csv('../data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_15001-20000_text.csv', encoding = "UTF-8") 

 

## Clean Texts 

df.text = df.text.apply(lambda x: preprocess(x, stem = False)) 

 

## remove empty list in text 

df2 = df[df['text'].map(len) > 0] 

 

# Calculate tweets vector 

tv = [] 

for tweet in df2['text']: 

tv.append(multi_words_vec(tweet)) 

 

ddr = {} 

for key, value in dc_vec.items(): 

    ddr_cat = [] 

    for t in tv: 

        simi = cosine_similarity([t], [value]) 

        ddr_cat.append(float(simi[0])) 

    ddr[key] = ddr_cat 

 

ddr_frame = pd.DataFrame(ddr) 

 

df2 = df2.reset_index(drop=True) 

 

df2 = pd.concat([df2[["user_id", "status_id"]], 

ddr_frame[ddr_frame.columns[0:8]]], axis=1) 
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df2.to_csv("../data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_15001-20000_ddr.csv", index=False) 

 

## Examine Distribution 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

plt.hist(df2['eNegative'], bins='auto') 

plt.show() 

 

Codes for Deep Learning 

import pandas as pd 

import re 

import os 

import numpy as np 

import gensim 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from  nltk.stem import SnowballStemmer 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

from keras.preprocessing.text import Tokenizer 

from keras.preprocessing.sequence import pad_sequences 

from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder 

from sklearn.metrics import f1_score 

from keras.layers import Activation, Dense, Dropout, Embedding, 

Flatten, Convolution1D, MaxPooling1D, LSTM 

from keras.layers import Input, Conv1D, MaxPool1D, Bidirectional, GRU 

from keras.models import Sequential, Model 

from keras.layers.merge import concatenate 

from keras.callbacks import ReduceLROnPlateau, EarlyStopping 

 

stop_words = stopwords.words("english") 

stemmer = SnowballStemmer("english") 

 

def preprocess(text, remove_stop_words = False, stem=True): 

    # remove link 

    text = re.sub(r"(http?\://|https?\://|www)\S+", " ", 

str(text).lower()).strip() 

    # remove newlines 

    text = re.sub(r'\n', ' ', text) 

    # remove puctuations and special characters 

    text = re.sub(r'\W+', ' ', text) 

    # Substituting multiple spaces with single space 

    text = re.sub(r'\s+', ' ', text, flags=re.I) 

    # remove first space 

    text = re.sub(r'^\s+', '', text) 

    # Removing prefixed 'b' 

    text = re.sub(r'^b\s+', '', text) 

     

    if remove_stop_words or stem: 

        tokens = [] 

        for token in text.split(): 

            if remove_stop_words: 

                if token not in stop_words: 

                    if stem: 

                        tokens.append(stemmer.stem(token)) 

                    else: 
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                        tokens.append(token) 

            else: 

                if stem: 

                    tokens.append(stemmer.stem(token)) 

                else: 

                    tokens.append(token) 

        return(" ".join(tokens)) 

    else: 

        return(text) 

 

def get_w2v_model(embedding_dim = 200, window_size=5, save_vectors = 

False, path = None): 

    w2v_model = gensim.models.word2vec.Word2Vec(size=embedding_dim,  

                                                window=window_size,  

                                                min_count=10,  

                                                workers=8) 

    w2v_model.build_vocab(documents) 

    words = w2v_model.wv.vocab.keys() 

    w2v_model.train(documents, total_examples=len(documents), 

epochs=64) 

    if save_vectors: 

        w2v_model.save(path) 

         

return(w2v_model) 

 

def get_embedding_matrix(method = "word2vec", has_model=False, 

embedding_dim=200, save_vectors=False, path=None): 

    if method == "word2vec": 

        if not has_model: 

            w2v_model = 

gensim.models.word2vec.Word2Vec(size=embedding_dim,  

                                                    window=7,  

                                                    min_count=10,  

                                                    workers=8) 

            w2v_model.build_vocab(documents) 

            words = w2v_model.wv.vocab.keys() 

            w2v_model.train(documents, total_examples=len(documents), 

epochs=32) 

            if save_vectors: 

                w2v_model.save(path) 

         

        embedding_matrix = np.zeros((vocab_size, embedding_dim)) 

#Return a new array of given shape and type, filled with zeros. 

        for word, i in tokenizer.word_index.items(): 

            if word in w2v_model.wv: 

                embedding_matrix[i] = w2v_model.wv[word] 

     

    if method == "glove": 

        #https://www.kaggle.com/hamishdickson/bidirectional-lstm-in-

keras-with-glove-embeddings 

        embeddings_index = {} 

        f = open(path, encoding='UTF-8') 

        for line in f: 

            values = line.split() 

            word = values[0] ## The first entry is the word 

            coefs = np.asarray(values[1:], dtype='float32') ## These 

are the vecotrs representing the embedding for the word 
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            embeddings_index[word] = coefs 

        f.close() 

 

        #max_features = 50000 

        max_features = vocab_size - 1 

        num_words = min(max_features, vocab_size - 1) + 1 

        #print(num_words) 

 

        # first create a matrix of zeros, this is our embedding matrix 

        embedding_matrix = np.zeros((num_words, embedding_dim)) 

 

        # for each word in out tokenizer lets try to find that work in 

our w2v model 

        for word, i in tokenizer.word_index.items(): 

            if i > max_features: 

                continue 

            embedding_vector = embeddings_index.get(word) 

            if embedding_vector is not None: 

                # we found the word - add that words vector to the 

matrix 

                embedding_matrix[i] = embedding_vector 

            #else: 

                # doesn't exist, assign a random vector 

            #    embedding_matrix[i] = np.random.randn(embedding_dim) 

     

return(embedding_matrix) 

 

 

# Codes are adopted from: 

# https://towardsdatascience.com/nlp-learning-series-part-3-attention-

cnn-and-what-not-for-text-classification-4313930ed566 

from keras.engine.topology import Layer 

from keras import initializers, regularizers, constraints, optimizers, 

layers 

import keras.backend as K 

def dot_product(x, kernel): 

    """ 

    Wrapper for dot product operation, in order to be compatible with 

both 

    Theano and Tensorflow 

    Args: 

        x (): input 

        kernel (): weights 

    Returns: 

    """ 

    if K.backend() == 'tensorflow': 

        return K.squeeze(K.dot(x, K.expand_dims(kernel)), axis=-1) 

    else: 

        return K.dot(x, kernel) 

     

 

class AttentionWithContext(Layer): 

    """ 

    Attention operation, with a context/query vector, for temporal 

data. 

    Supports Masking. 
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    Follows the work of Yang et al. 

[https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~diyiy/docs/naacl16.pdf] 

    "Hierarchical Attention Networks for Document Classification" 

    by using a context vector to assist the attention 

    # Input shape 

        3D tensor with shape: `(samples, steps, features)`. 

    # Output shape 

        2D tensor with shape: `(samples, features)`. 

    How to use: 

    Just put it on top of an RNN Layer (GRU/LSTM/SimpleRNN) with 

return_sequences=True. 

    The dimensions are inferred based on the output shape of the RNN. 

    Note: The layer has been tested with Keras 2.0.6 

    Example: 

        model.add(LSTM(64, return_sequences=True)) 

        model.add(AttentionWithContext()) 

        # next add a Dense layer (for classification/regression) or 

whatever... 

    """ 

 

    def __init__(self, 

                 W_regularizer=None, u_regularizer=None, 

b_regularizer=None, 

                 W_constraint=None, u_constraint=None, 

b_constraint=None, 

                 bias=True, **kwargs): 

 

        self.supports_masking = True 

        self.init = initializers.get('glorot_uniform') 

 

        self.W_regularizer = regularizers.get(W_regularizer) 

        self.u_regularizer = regularizers.get(u_regularizer) 

        self.b_regularizer = regularizers.get(b_regularizer) 

 

        self.W_constraint = constraints.get(W_constraint) 

        self.u_constraint = constraints.get(u_constraint) 

        self.b_constraint = constraints.get(b_constraint) 

 

        self.bias = bias 

        super(AttentionWithContext, self).__init__(**kwargs) 

 

    def build(self, input_shape): 

        assert len(input_shape) == 3 

 

        self.W = self.add_weight(shape=(input_shape[-1], input_shape[-

1],), 

                                 initializer=self.init, 

                                 name='{}_W'.format(self.name), 

                                 regularizer=self.W_regularizer, 

                                 constraint=self.W_constraint) 

        if self.bias: 

            self.b = self.add_weight(shape=(input_shape[-1],), 

                                     initializer='zero', 

                                     name='{}_b'.format(self.name), 

                                     regularizer=self.b_regularizer, 

                                     constraint=self.b_constraint) 
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        self.u = self.add_weight(shape=(input_shape[-1],), 

                                 initializer=self.init, 

                                 name='{}_u'.format(self.name), 

                                 regularizer=self.u_regularizer, 

                                 constraint=self.u_constraint) 

 

        super(AttentionWithContext, self).build(input_shape) 

 

    def compute_mask(self, input, input_mask=None): 

        # do not pass the mask to the next layers 

        return None 

 

    def call(self, x, mask=None): 

        uit = dot_product(x, self.W) 

 

        if self.bias: 

            uit += self.b 

 

        uit = K.tanh(uit) 

        ait = dot_product(uit, self.u) 

 

        a = K.exp(ait) 

 

        # apply mask after the exp. will be re-normalized next 

        if mask is not None: 

            # Cast the mask to floatX to avoid float64 upcasting in 

theano 

            a *= K.cast(mask, K.floatx()) 

 

        # in some cases especially in the early stages of training the 

sum may be almost zero 

        # and this results in NaN's. A workaround is to add a very 

small positive number ε to the sum. 
        # a /= K.cast(K.sum(a, axis=1, keepdims=True), K.floatx()) 

        a /= K.cast(K.sum(a, axis=1, keepdims=True) + K.epsilon(), 

K.floatx()) 

 

        a = K.expand_dims(a) 

        weighted_input = x * a 

        return K.sum(weighted_input, axis=1) 

 

    def compute_output_shape(self, input_shape): 

        return input_shape[0], input_shape[-1] 

 

## W2V training data 

rt = pd.read_csv("../data/w2v_training_data_conpoli&elect_seeduser1-

5000.csv", encoding = "UTF-8") 

 

rt.text = rt.text.apply(lambda x: preprocess(x, remove_stop_words = 

False, stem=False)) 

 

documents = [_text.split() for _text in rt.text] 

 

w2v_model = get_w2v_model(embedding_dim = 200, window_size=5,  

                          save_vectors = True,  
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                          path = 

"../models/w2v_training_data_conpoli&elect_seeduser1-5000_not-

stem_win5.w2v") 

 

## Load Training Data 

df = pd.read_csv("../data/cong_politician_tweets_2020-3-12-2021-5-

28_text_party_balanced.csv", encoding = "UTF-8") 

 

## drop NAs 

df = df[df['party'].notna()] 

 

df.text = df.text.apply(lambda x: preprocess(x, remove_stop_words = 

False, stem=False)) 

 

## Tokenize 

tokenizer = Tokenizer() 

tokenizer.fit_on_texts(df_train.text) 

 

vocab_size = len(tokenizer.word_index) + 1 

print("Total words", vocab_size) 

 

SEQUENCE_LENGTH = 50 

X_train = pad_sequences(tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(df_train.text), 

maxlen=SEQUENCE_LENGTH) # pad a window to a same lenght 

X_test = pad_sequences(tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(df_test.text), 

maxlen=SEQUENCE_LENGTH) 

 

 

encoder = LabelEncoder() 

encoder.fit(df_train.party.tolist()) 

 

y_train = encoder.transform(df_train.party.tolist()) # transform non-

numerical data to numerical labels 

y_test = encoder.transform(df_test.party.tolist()) 

 

y_train = y_train.reshape(-1,1) # -1 means unknown 

y_test = y_test.reshape(-1,1) 

 

print("y_train",y_train.shape) 

print("y_test",y_test.shape) 

 

embedding_matrix = np.zeros((vocab_size, 200)) #Return a new array of 

given shape and type, filled with zeros. 

for word, i in tokenizer.word_index.items(): 

    if word in w2v_model.wv: 

        embedding_matrix[i] = w2v_model.wv[word] 

 

embedding_layer = Embedding(vocab_size, 200, 

weights=[embedding_matrix], input_length=SEQUENCE_LENGTH, 

trainable=False) 

 

inp = Input(shape=(SEQUENCE_LENGTH,)) 

x = embedding_layer(inp) 

x = Bidirectional(LSTM(200, return_sequences=True, dropout=0.2, 

recurrent_dropout=0.1))(x) 

#x = Bidirectional(CuDNNLSTM(64, return_sequences=True))(x) 

x = AttentionWithContext(name='attention_vec')(x) 
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x = Dense(64, activation="relu")(x) 

x = Dropout(0.2)(x) 

x = Dense(1, activation="sigmoid")(x) 

model = Model(inputs=inp, outputs=x) 

model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy', optimizer='adam', 

metrics=['accuracy']) 

 

BATCH_SIZE = 512 

history = model.fit(X_train, y_train, 

                    batch_size=BATCH_SIZE, 

                    epochs = 64, 

                    validation_split=0.1, 

                    verbose=1, 

                    callbacks=callbacks) 

 

y_proba = model.predict(X_test, verbose=1, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE) 

y_pred = (y_proba > 0.5).astype("int32") 

score = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE) 

f1s = f1_score(y_test, y_pred, average='binary') 

print() 

print("ACCURACY:",score[1]) 

print("LOSS:",score[0]) 

print("F1 Score:",f1s) 

 

from sklearn.metrics import roc_curve 

#y_proba = model.predict(X_test, verbose=1, batch_size=8000) 

y_pred_keras = y_proba.ravel() 

fpr_keras, tpr_keras, thresholds_keras = roc_curve(y_test, 

y_pred_keras) 

 

from sklearn.metrics import auc 

auc_keras = auc(fpr_keras, tpr_keras) 

 

from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier 

# Supervised transformation based on random forests 

rf = RandomForestClassifier(max_depth=3, n_estimators=10) 

rf.fit(X_train, y_train) 

 

y_pred_rf = rf.predict_proba(X_test)[:, 1] 

fpr_rf, tpr_rf, thresholds_rf = roc_curve(y_test, y_pred_rf) 

auc_rf = auc(fpr_rf, tpr_rf) 

 

 

plt.figure(1) 

plt.plot([0, 1], [0, 1], 'k--') 

plt.plot(fpr_keras, tpr_keras, label='NN (area = 

{:.3f})'.format(auc_keras)) 

plt.plot(fpr_rf, tpr_rf, label='RF (area = {:.3f})'.format(auc_rf)) 

plt.xlabel('False positive rate') 

plt.ylabel('True positive rate') 

plt.title('ROC curve') 

plt.legend(loc='best') 

plt.show() 

# Zoom in view of the upper left corner. 

 

model.save("../models/cong_politician_2020-3-12-2021-5-28_balanced_pre-

w2v.h5") 
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import pickle 

pickle.dump(tokenizer, open("../models/cong_politician_2020-3-12-2021-

5-28_balanced_pre-w2v_tokenizer.pkl", "wb"), protocol=0) 

pickle.dump(encoder, open("../models/cong_politician_2020-3-12-2021-5-

28_balanced_pre-w2v_y-encoder.pkl", "wb"), protocol=0) 

 

## Get Attention Weights 

sen1 = df.loc[295480:295481,].text ## Typical R 

X_test = pad_sequences(tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(sen1), maxlen=50) 

BATCH_SIZE = 512 

y_proba = model.predict(X_test, verbose=1, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE) 

 

#g = model.layers[3].get_config() 

layer_weights = model.layers[3].get_weights() 

 

new_model = Model(inputs=model.input, outputs=model.layers[2].output) 

output_before_att = new_model.predict(X1) #extract layer output 

 

 

eij = np.tanh(np.dot(output_before_att, layer_weights[0]) + 

layer_weights[1]) #Eq.(5) in the paper 

eij = np.dot(eij, layer_weights[2]) #Eq.(6) 

eij = eij.reshape((eij.shape[0], eij.shape[1])) # reshape the vector 

ai = np.exp(eij) #Eq.(6) 

weights = ai / np.sum(ai) # Eq.(6) 

 

X_test = X1[0] 

weights_test = weights[0] 

 

key_list = list(tokenizer.word_index.keys()) 

val_list = list(tokenizer.word_index.values()) 

 

index_list = [] 

words_list = [] 

weights_list = [] 

for i in range(len(X_test)): 

    if X_test[i] != 0: 

        index_list.append(X_test[i]) 

        words_list.append(key_list[val_list.index(X_test[i])]) 

        weights_list.append(weights_test[i]) 

 

weights_array = np.asarray(weights_list, dtype=np.float32) 

weights_normal = 0.8/max(weights_array)*weights_array 

words_weights = pd.DataFrame(data = zip(words_list, weights_normal)) 

 

## Visualize Attention Weights 

#Codes adopted from: 

#https://stackoverflow.com/questions/59220488/to-visualize-attention-

color-tokens-using-attention-weights 

 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

def colorize(words, color_array): 

    cmap=matplotlib.cm.Reds 
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    template = '<span class="barcode"; style="color: black; background-

color: {}">{}</span>' 

    colored_string = '' 

    for word, color in zip(words, color_array): 

        color = matplotlib.colors.rgb2hex(cmap(color)[:3]) 

        print(color) 

        colored_string += template.format(color, '&nbsp' + word + 

'&nbsp') 

    return colored_string 

 

s = colorize(words_list, weights_normal) 

 

# save in an html file and open in browser 

with open('../images/colorize_tweetsR3.html', 'w') as f: 

f.write(s) 

 

 

Codes for Data Cleaning 

 

#' get_wave_tweets 

#' 

#' @param path 

#' @param file_names 

get_wave_tweets <- function(path, file_names) { 

  files <- list.files(path = path, pattern = file_names, full.names = 

TRUE) 

  info <- file.info(files[1]) 

  df1 <- readRDS(files[1]) 

  df1$wave <- 1L 

  collect_time <- info$mtime 

  like_retweet_gain <- 

dplyr::summarise(dplyr::group_by(subset(df1, !is_retweet &  

                                                                 

difftime(collect_time, created_at, units = "days") <= 15), # remove 

tweets sent earlier than 15 days 

                                                        user_id),  

                                        wave_origin_tweet_count = 

dplyr::n(), 

                                        likes_gain = 

sum(favorite_count), 

                                        retweets_gain = 

sum(retweet_count)) 

  df1 <- dplyr::left_join(df1, like_retweet_gain, by = "user_id") 

   

  for (i in seq_along(files)[2:length(files)]) { 

    df2 <- readRDS(files[i]) 

    df2 <- df2[!df2$status_id %in% df1$status_id, ] 

    df2$wave <- i 

    like_retweet_gain <- 

dplyr::summarise(dplyr::group_by(subset(df2, !is_retweet), user_id),  

                                          wave_origin_tweet_count = 

dplyr::n(), 

                                          likes_gain = 

sum(favorite_count), 
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                                          retweets_gain = 

sum(retweet_count)) 

    df2 <- dplyr::left_join(df2, like_retweet_gain, by = "user_id") 

    df1 <- rbind(df1, df2) 

  } 

  return(df1) 

} 

 

 

 

#' get_wave_gains 

#'  

#' @param path 

#' @param file_names 

get_wave_gains <- function(path, file_names) { 

  files <- list.files(path = path, pattern = file_names, full.names = 

TRUE) 

   

  usrs_waves <- vector("list", length = length(files)) 

   

  for (i in seq_along(files)[1:length(files)]) { 

    if (i == 1) { 

      df1 <- readRDS(files[i]) 

      usrs <- df1[!duplicated(df1$user_id), ] 

      usrs$followers_gain <- 0L 

      usrs$friends_gain <- 0L 

      usrs$favourites_sent <- 0L 

      usrs$statuses_sent <- 0L 

      usrs$interval_collect <- 0L 

      usrs$interval_tweet <- 0L 

      usrs$wave <- i 

       

      usrs_waves[[i]] <- usrs[, c("user_id",  

                                  "followers_gain", "friends_gain",  

                                  "favourites_sent", "statuses_sent",  

                                  "interval_collect", "interval_tweet", 

"wave")] 

       

    } else { # start from 2 

      info1 <- file.info(files[i-1]) 

      info2 <- file.info(files[i]) 

      interval <- as.numeric(difftime(info2$mtime, info1$mtime, units = 

"days")) 

       

      df1 <- readRDS(files[i-1]) 

      df2 <- readRDS(files[i]) 

       

      usr1 <- df1[!duplicated(df1$user_id), ] 

      usr2 <- df2[!duplicated(df2$user_id), ] 

      usrs <- dplyr::inner_join(usr1[, c("user_id", "created_at", 

"followers_count",  

                                         "friends_count", 

"favourites_count", "statuses_count")],  

                                usr2[, c("user_id", "created_at", 

"followers_count",  

                                         "friends_count", 

"favourites_count", "statuses_count")],  
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                                by = "user_id") 

      usrs$followers_gain <- usrs$followers_count.y - 

usrs$followers_count.x 

      usrs$friends_gain <- usrs$friends_count.y - usrs$friends_count.x 

      usrs$favourites_sent <- usrs$favourites_count.y - 

usrs$favourites_count.x 

      usrs$statuses_sent <- usrs$statuses_count.y - 

usrs$statuses_count.x 

      usrs$interval_collect <- interval 

      usrs$interval_tweet <- as.numeric(difftime(usrs$created_at.y, 

usrs$created_at.x, units = "days"))   

      usrs$wave <- i 

       

      usrs_waves[[i]] <- usrs[, c("user_id",  

                                  "followers_gain", "friends_gain",  

                                  "favourites_sent", "statuses_sent",  

                                  "interval_collect", "interval_tweet", 

"wave")] 

    } 

     

  } 

  return(usrs_waves) 

} 

 

 

 

### remove repeated tweets 

 

source("R/get_wave_tweets.R") 

 

 

#### election data 

rt <- get_wave_tweets("../election2020/data",  

                      ".*20k_user_tweets_[0-9]+_15001-20000.rds") 

saveRDS(rt, "data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_15001-20000.rds") 

rtweet::write_as_csv(rt[, c(1,2,5)], 

"data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-20210601_15001-

20000_text.csv") 

 

#### politician data 

rt <- get_wave_tweets("../poliorien/data",  

                      "cong_politician_tweets_2021.*.rds") 

 

rt <- subset(rt, # remove tweets sent more than 15 days 

             difftime("2021-02-11 00:00:00 UTC", created_at, units = 

"days") <=15) 

 

saveRDS(rt2, "data/cong_politician_tweets_20210211-20210528_few.rds") 

rtweet::write_as_csv(rt2[, c(1,2,5)], 

"data/cong_politician_tweets_20210211-20210528_few_text.csv") 

 

 

##### get memtions 

musr <- stringr::str_extract_all(rt$text, pattern = "@([A-z0-9]|_)+")  

 

musr <- unlist(musr) 
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musr <- unique(musr) 

musr <- sub("@", "", musr) 

saveRDS(musr, "data/cong_politician_tweets_20210211-

20210528_mention_ids_few.rds") 

 

 

### get followers gains 

 

source("R/get_wave_gains.R") 

#### covid data 

usrs_gain_waves <- get_gains("../coronavirus/seed_users", 

".*users20k.*1-5000.rds") 

usrs_gain_waves <- do.call("rbind", usrs_gain_waves) 

 

saveRDS(usrs_gain_waves, "data/covid_seed_users_gain_1-5000.rds") 

 

#### election data 

 

usrs_gain_waves <- get_wave_gains("../election2020/data",  

                                  ".*20k_user_tweets_[0-9]+_15001-

20000.rds") 

usrs_gain_waves <- do.call("rbind", usrs_gain_waves) 

 

saveRDS(usrs_gain_waves, "data/cong_politician_user_gains_20210211-

20210528.rds") 

 

#### politician data 

 

usrs_gain_waves <- get_wave_gains("../poliorien/data",  

                                  "cong_politician_tweets_2021.*.rds") 

usrs_gain_waves <- do.call("rbind", usrs_gain_waves) 

 

saveRDS(usrs_gain_waves, "data/election2020_seed_users_gains_20210131-

20210601_15001-20000.rds") 

 

 

################################## 

## Obtain Mentioned User Data #### 

 

 

#' wait_search 

#' 

#' @param s start point 

#' @param t terminate point 

#' @param inu max number of users can get per search 

#' @param uids user ids 

#' @param id_type user_id or screen_name 

#' @param n number of tweets per user 

wait_search <- function(s, t, inu = NULL, uids, id_type = 

"screen_name", n) { 

  #token <- get_tokens() 

   

  rq = as.integer(ceiling(n/200L)) # calculate number of quires 

   

  if (is.null(inu)) { # max number of users can get per search 

    inu <- as.integer(floor((1500L)/rq)) 

  } 
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  lst_len <- as.integer(ceiling( (t - s) / inu) ) 

  lst <- vector("list", length = lst_len) # empty list 

   

  gt <- function(st, en) { 

    rt <- tryCatch( 

      rtweet::get_timeline(uids[st:en],  

                           n = n,  

                           token = rtweet::bearer_token(),  

                           check = F), 

      error = function(e) NA 

    ) 

    return(rt) 

  } 

   

  i <- 1L 

  while(s <= t) { 

    #rtlimit <- rate_limit(token, "search/tweets") 

    #remaining <- rtlimit[["remaining"]] * 100 

    #reset <- rtlimit[["reset"]] 

    #reset <- as.numeric(reset, "secs") 

    end_num <- as.integer(s + inu - 1L) 

    if(end_num > t) { 

      end_num <- t 

    }  

    time_s <- Sys.time() 

    lst[[i]] <- gt(st = s, en = end_num) ## search tweets and store in 

lst 

    time_e <- Sys.time() 

    time_diff <- as.numeric(time_e - time_s, units = "secs") 

     

    

    if (id_type == "screen_name") { 

       

      end_num1 <- tryCatch( 

        which(uids == tolower(lst[[i]]$screen_name[nrow(lst[[i]])])), 

        error = function(e) NULL 

      ) 

      end_num2 <- tryCatch( 

        which(uids == tolower(lst[[i]]$screen_name[nrow(lst[[i]])-1])), 

        error = function(e) NULL 

      ) 

      end_num3 <- tryCatch( 

        which(uids == tolower(lst[[i]]$screen_name[nrow(lst[[i]])-2])), 

        error = function(e) NULL 

      ) 

      end_nums <- c(end_num1, end_num2, end_num3) 

       

    } else if (id_type == "user_id") { 

      end_num <- tryCatch( 

        which(uids == lst[[i]]$user_id[nrow(lst[[i]])]), 

        error = function(e) NULL 

      ) 

    } 

     

    if (length(end_nums) <= 0L) { 

      message("Problems occurred. Not finished") 
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      break 

    } else { 

      end_num <- max(end_nums) 

      i <- i + 1L 

      s <- end_num + 1L 

      if (s < t & time_diff < 950) { 

        message(paste0("waiting about ", (950 - time_diff)/60, " 

minutes")) 

        Sys.sleep(950 - time_diff) 

      } 

    } 

  } 

  #lst <- do.call("rbind", lst) 

  return(lst) 

} 

 

 

 

 

# A username can only contain alphanumeric characters (letters A-Z, 

numbers 0-9)  

# with the exception of underscores 

# https://help.twitter.com/en/managing-your-account/twitter-username-

rules 

 

mention_files <- list.files("data", "election.*mention_id", full.names 

= T) 

mention1 <- readRDS(mention_files[1]) 

mention2 <- readRDS(mention_files[4]) 

 

mention <- c(mention1, mention2) 

mention <- unique(mention) 

 

##### obtain mentions from active users 

rt <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-20210601_1-

5000.rds") 

usr <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_gains_20210131-20210601_1-

5000.rds") 

 

usr2 <- subset(usr, statuses_sent >= 100 & statuses_sent <= 200) 

rt2 <- rt[rt$user_id %in% unique(usr2$user_id), ] 

rm(rt) 

rt3 <- subset(rt2, !is_retweet & wave_origin_tweet_count >= 100) 

length(unique(rt3$user_id)) 

 

active_musr <- stringr::str_extract_all(rt3$text, pattern = "@([A-z0-

9]|_)+")  

active_musr <- unlist(active_musr) 

active_musr <- unique(active_musr) 

active_musr <- sub("@", "", active_musr) 

 

saveRDS(active_musr, "data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_ids_active_few.rds") 

active_musr <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_ids_active_few.rds") 

 

### politician 
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musr <- readRDS("data/cong_politician_tweets_20210211-

20210528_mention_ids_few.rds") 

pl <- read.csv("../poliorien/data/cong116_politician_twitter.csv", 

stringsAsFactors = F) 

pl$user_id <- as.character(as.numeric(pl$user_id)) 

 

pl <- pl[!duplicated(pl$screen_name), ] 

pl <- pl[!duplicated(pl$user_id), ] 

 

musrf <- musr[!musr %in% pl$screen_name] 

 

mention3 <- mention[!mention %in% musr] 

 

source("R/wait_search2.R") 

 

library(rtweet) 

 

safe_saveRDS <- function(object, path) { 

  if (!file.exists(path)) { 

    saveRDS(object, path) 

    message("Saved") 

  } else { 

    message("Warning: do you want to overwrite?") 

    choice <- readline(prompt="[y/n]? ") 

    if (choice == "y" | choice == "Y") { 

      saveRDS(object, path) 

      message("Saved") 

    } else {message("Save denied")} 

  } 

} 

 

active_musr <- unique(tolower(active_musr)) 

 

usr_tweets <- wait_search(s = 175499, t = 183389, uids = active_musr, n 

= 50) 

usr_tweets3 <- do.call("rbind", usr_tweets) 

rm(usr_tweets) 

usr_tweets2 <- rbind(usr_tweets2, usr_tweets3) 

safe_saveRDS(usr_tweets2, "data/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_active_few10.rds") 

rtweet::write_as_csv(usr_tweets2[, 1:5], 

"data/election2020_seed_users_20210131-20210601_1-

5000_mention_active_few10_text.csv") 

iter1 <- which(active_musr == 

tolower(usr_tweets2$screen_name[nrow(usr_tweets2)])) 

usr_tweets2 <- usr_tweets2[!duplicated(usr_tweets2$status_id), ] 

 

ids <- unique(usr_tweets2$screen_name) 

which(active_musr == tolower(ids[length(ids)-1])) 

 

usr_tweets <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_active_few5.rds") 

 

rm(usr_tweets2) 

gc(reset = T) 

Sys.sleep(600) 
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usr_tweets <- wait_search(s = 100001, t = 120000, uids = active_musr, n 

= 50) 

usr_tweets2 <- do.call("rbind", usr_tweets) 

rm(usr_tweets) 

safe_saveRDS(usr_tweets, "data/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_ids_active_few6.rds") 

rtweet::write_as_csv(usr_tweets2[, 1:5], 

"data/election2020_seed_users_20210131-20210601_1-

5000_mention_ids_active_few30k-60k_text.csv") 

iter2 <- which(musrf == usr_tweets2$user_id[nrow(usr_tweets2)]) 

 

rm(usr_tweets2) 

gc(reset = T) 

Sys.sleep(600) 

 

 

 

#' get_user_party 

#' 

#' @param data dataframe. Each user has multiple tweets 

get_user_party <- function(data, id_type = "user_id") { 

  party3 <- function(x) { 

    if (x < 0.4) {p = "D"} 

    else if (x > 0.6) {p = "R"} 

    else {p = "N"} 

    return(p) 

  } 

  getmode <- function(v) { 

    uniqv <- unique(v) 

    uniqv[which.max(tabulate(match(v, uniqv)))] 

  } 

  data <- dplyr::mutate(data, partyc = sapply(pred_proba, party3)) 

  if (id_type == "user_id") { 

    usrp <- group_by(data, user_id) %>%  

      summarise(user_partyc = getmode(partyc)) 

  } else if (id_type == "screen_name") { 

    usrp <- group_by(data, screen_name) %>%  

      summarise(user_partyc = getmode(partyc)) 

  } 

   

  #usr <- data[!duplicated(usr30$screen_name), ] 

  #usr <- dplyr::inner_join(usr, usrp, by = "screen_name") 

  return(usrp) 

} 

 

 

#' get_mention_party 

#'  

#' @param tweet_mentions A list of mentioned users of each tweet. List 

#' @param mentioned_user_party Partisanship of each mentioned user. 

Dataframe with column "user_partyc 

get_mention_party <- function(tweet_mentions) { 

   

  getmode <- function(v) { 

    uniqv <- unique(v) 

    uniqv[which.max(tabulate(match(v, uniqv)))] 

  } 
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  if (length(tweet_mentions) == 0L) return("non-mention") 

  else { 

    mentions <- vector("list", length = length(tweet_mentions)) 

    for (j in seq_along(tweet_mentions)) { 

      name <- sub("@", "", tolower(tweet_mentions[j])) 

      mentions[[j]] <- 

mentioned_user_party[tolower(mentioned_user_party$screen_name) == 

name,]$user_partyc 

    } 

    if (length(unlist(mentions)) == 0L) { 

      return("not-found") 

    } else if (length(mentions[mentions != "N"]) > 1L &  

               length(mentions[mentions == "D"]) == 

length(mentions[mentions == "R"])) { 

      return("Both") 

    } else { 

      return(getmode(unlist(mentions))) 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

 

 

library(dplyr) 

source("R/get_partisanship.R") 

 

assemble_data <- function(group) { 

  ## read tweet information 

  rt <- readRDS(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_", group, ".rds")) 

  rt$words_count <- sapply(strsplit(rt$text, " "), length) 

   

   

  rtw <- dplyr::select(rt, user_id, screen_name, status_id, created_at, 

is_quote, is_retweet,  

                       favorite_count, retweet_count, quote_count, 

reply_count, followers_count, 

                       friends_count, statuses_count, favourites_count, 

account_created_at,  

                       verified, description, wave, 

wave_origin_tweet_count, likes_gain, retweets_gain, words_count) 

  rm(rt) 

  gc(reset = T) 

  pt <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20

210131-20210601_",  

                                        group, "_party_proba.csv")) 

  pt$pred_proba <- as.numeric(pt$pred_proba) 

  rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, pt[, 2:3], by = "status_id") 

  pu <- get_user_party(pt, id_type = "user_id") 

  rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, pu, by = "user_id") 

  rm(pt) 

   

  rtwu <- rtw[!duplicated(rtw[, c("user_id", "wave")]), ] 

  ## read user gains 
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  us <- readRDS(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_gains_20210131-

20210601_", group, ".rds")) 

  ## read DDR results 

  ddr <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20

210131-20210601_", group, "_ddr.csv")) 

  ddr[, 3:10] <- apply(ddr[, 3:10], 2, as.numeric) 

  ## combine DDR results with tweet information 

  rtw <- dplyr::right_join(rtw, ddr[, 2:10], by = "status_id") 

  ## get average DDR score in waves without counting retweets 

  dfu_nonretweet <- dplyr::group_by(subset(rtw, !is_retweet), user_id, 

wave) %>%  

    summarise(emotionO = mean(Emotion, na.rm = T), 

              rationO = mean(Ration, na.rm = T), 

              eposO = mean(ePositive, na.rm = T), 

              enegO = mean(eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rposO = mean(rPositive, na.rm = T), 

              rnegO = mean(rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              swearO = mean(Swear, na.rm = T), 

              poliO = mean(Politics, na.rm = T), 

              emotionOSD = sd(Emotion, na.rm = T), 

              rationOSD = sd(Ration, na.rm = T), 

              eposOSD = sd(ePositive, na.rm = T), 

              enegOSD = sd(eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rposOSD = sd(rPositive, na.rm = T), 

              rnegOSD = sd(rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              swearOSD = sd(Swear, na.rm = T), 

              poliOSD = sd(Politics, na.rm = T), 

              words_count_meanO = mean(words_count, na.rm = T), 

              party_probaO = mean(pred_proba, na.rm = T), 

              party_probaOSD = sd(pred_proba, na.rm = T), 

              e2rO = mean(Emotion - Ration, na.rm = T), # calculate 

each tweet difference 

              ep2enO = mean(ePositive - eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rp2rnO = mean(rPositive - rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              p2nO = mean((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(eNegative+rNegative)/2, na.rm = T), 

              p2nsO = mean((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(rNegative+(eNegative+Swear)/2)/2, na.rm = T), 

              e2rOSD = sd(Emotion - Ration, na.rm = T), 

              ep2enOSD = sd(ePositive - eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rp2rnOSD = sd(rPositive - rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              p2nOSD = sd((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(eNegative+rNegative)/2, na.rm = T), 

              p2nsOSD = sd((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(rNegative+(eNegative+Swear)/2)/2, na.rm = T), 

              ) 

  dfu_nonretweet <- ungroup(dfu_nonretweet) 

  ## get average DDR score in waves with counting retweets 

  dfu <- dplyr::group_by(rtw, user_id, wave) %>%  

    summarise(emotion = mean(Emotion, na.rm = T), 

              ration = mean(Ration, na.rm = T), 

              epos = mean(ePositive, na.rm = T), 

              eneg = mean(eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rpos = mean(rPositive, na.rm = T), 

              rneg = mean(rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              swear = mean(Swear, na.rm = T), 
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              poli = mean(Politics, na.rm = T), 

              emotionSD = sd(Emotion, na.rm = T), 

              rationSD = sd(Ration, na.rm = T), 

              eposSD = sd(ePositive, na.rm = T), 

              enegSD = sd(eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rposSD = sd(rPositive, na.rm = T), 

              rnegSD = sd(rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              swearSD = sd(Swear, na.rm = T), 

              poliSD = sd(Politics, na.rm = T), 

              words_count_mean = mean(words_count, na.rm = T), 

              party_proba = mean(pred_proba, na.rm = T), 

              party_probaSD = sd(pred_proba, na.rm = T), 

              e2r = mean(Emotion - Ration, na.rm = T),  

              ep2en = mean(ePositive - eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rp2rn = mean(rPositive - rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              p2n = mean((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(eNegative+rNegative)/2, na.rm = T), 

              p2ns = mean((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(rNegative+(eNegative+Swear)/2)/2, na.rm = T), 

              e2rSD = sd(Emotion - Ration, na.rm = T), 

              ep2enSD = sd(ePositive - eNegative, na.rm = T), 

              rp2rnSD = sd(rPositive - rNegative, na.rm = T), 

              p2nSD = sd((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(eNegative+rNegative)/2, na.rm = T), 

              p2nsSD = sd((ePositive+rPositive)/2-

(rNegative+(eNegative+Swear)/2)/2, na.rm = T), 

              ) 

  dfu <- ungroup(dfu) 

  dfu <- dplyr::left_join(dfu, dfu_nonretweet, by = c("user_id", 

"wave")) 

  dfu <- dplyr::left_join(dfu, us, by = c("user_id", "wave")) 

  dfu <- dplyr::left_join(dfu, rtwu, by = c("user_id", "wave")) 

  ## calculate variables 

  dfu <- mutate( 

    dfu, follower_gain_day = followers_gain/interval_collect, 

    friend_gain_day = friends_gain/interval_collect, 

    likability_gain = 

100*likes_gain/(interval_collect*sqrt((likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)*(fol

lowers_count+1))), 

    popularity_gain = 

100*retweets_gain/(interval_collect*sqrt((likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)*(

followers_count+1))), 

    likability_gain_nof = 

likes_gain/(interval_collect*(likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)), 

    popularity_gain_nof = 

retweets_gain/(interval_collect*(likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)), 

    e2rW = emotion - ration, # Calculate mean difference 

    ep2enW = epos - eneg, 

    rp2rnW = rpos - rneg, 

    p2nW = (epos+rpos)/2 - (eneg+rneg)/2, 

    p2nsW = (epos+rpos)/2-(rnegO+(enegO+swearO)/2)/2, 

    e2rOW = emotionO - rationO, 

    ep2enOW = eposO - enegO, 

    rp2rnOW = rposO - rnegO, 

    p2nOW = (eposO+rposO)/2 - (enegO+rnegO)/2, 

    p2nsOW = (eposO+rposO)/2-(rnegO+(enegO+swearO)/2)/2 

  ) 
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  ## read party probability 

  #pt <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20

210131-20210601_",  

  #                                      group, "_party_proba.csv")) 

  ## calcualte party categories 

  #pu <- get_user_party(pt) 

  #dfu <- dplyr::left_join(dfu, pu, by = "user_id") 

  return(dfu) 

} 

 

dfu1 <- assemble_data(group = "1-5000") 

dfu2 <- assemble_data(group = "5001-10000") 

dfu3 <- assemble_data(group = "10001-15000") 

dfu4 <- assemble_data(group = "15001-20000") 

gc(reset = T) 

 

dfu <- rbind(dfu1, dfu2, dfu3, dfu4) 

 

saveRDS(dfu, "data/data4analysis/election2020_user1-

20000_preprocessed_user_level3_new_p2ns.rds") 

 

### tweet-level mentioning data 

rt <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-20210601_1-

5000.rds") 

 

usr <- readRDS("data/election2020_seed_users_gains_20210131-20210601_1-

5000.rds") 

 

usr2 <- subset(usr, statuses_sent >= 100 & statuses_sent <= 200) 

rt2 <- rt[rt$user_id %in% unique(usr2$user_id), ] 

rm(rt) 

rt3 <- subset(rt2, !is_retweet & wave_origin_tweet_count >= 100) 

length(unique(rt3$user_id)) 

rm(rt2) 

saveRDS(rt3, "data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-20210601_1-

5000_active_user_tweets.rds") 

rt3$words_count <- sapply(strsplit(rt3$text, " "), length) 

 

rtw <- dplyr::select(rt3, user_id, screen_name, status_id, created_at, 

is_quote, is_retweet,  

                     favorite_count, retweet_count, quote_count, 

reply_count, followers_count, 

                     friends_count, statuses_count, favourites_count, 

account_created_at,  

                     verified, description, wave, 

wave_origin_tweet_count, likes_gain, retweets_gain, words_count) 

rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, usr[,1:8], by = c("user_id", "wave")) 

ddr <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_ddr.csv") 

ddr[, 3:10] <- apply(ddr[, 3:10], 2, as.numeric) 

## combine DDR results with tweet information 

rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, ddr[, 2:10], by = "status_id") 

 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw,  

  follower_gain_day = followers_gain/interval_collect, 
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  friend_gain_day = friends_gain/interval_collect, 

  likability_gain = 

100*likes_gain/(interval_collect*sqrt((likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)*(fol

lowers_count+1))), 

  popularity_gain = 

100*retweets_gain/(interval_collect*sqrt((likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)*(

followers_count+1))), 

  likability_gain_nof = 

likes_gain/(interval_collect*(likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)), 

  popularity_gain_nof = 

retweets_gain/(interval_collect*(likes_gain+retweets_gain+1)), 

  likability = 

100*favorite_count/(sqrt((favorite_count+retweet_count+1)*(followers_co

unt+1))), 

  popularity = 

100*retweet_count/(sqrt((favorite_count+retweet_count+1)*(followers_cou

nt+1))), 

  likability_nof = favorite_count/(favorite_count+retweet_count+1), 

  popularity_nof = retweet_count/(favorite_count+retweet_count+1), 

   

  e2r = Emotion - Ration, 

  ep2en = ePositive - eNegative, 

  rp2rn = rPositive - rNegative, 

  p2n = (ePositive+rPositive)/2-(eNegative+rNegative)/2, 

  p2ns = (ePositive+rPositive)/2-(rNegative+(eNegative+Swear)/2)/2 

) 

 

rtw <- cbind(rtw, m_party) 

rtw$m_party <- as.character(rtw$m_party) 

 

pt <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv(paste0("data/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20

210131-20210601_",  

                                      "1-5000", "_party_proba.csv")) 

source("R/get_partisanship.R") 

rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, pt[, 2:3], by = "status_id") 

ptc <- get_user_party(pt, id_type = "user_id") 

rtw <- dplyr::left_join(rtw, ptc, by = "user_id") 

rm(pt) 

 

########################################################## 

## get mentioned users party in tweets 

source("R/get_partisanship.R") 

library(dplyr) 

 

files <- list.files("data/elect_mention", pattern = ".*proba\\.csv", 

full.names = T) 

mt <- vector("list", length = length(files)) 

for (i in seq_along(files)) { 

  mt[[i]] <- rtweet::read_twitter_csv(files[i]) 

} 

 

mt <- do.call("rbind", mt) 

 

mtp <- get_user_party(mt, id_type = "screen_name") 

mtp <- mtp[!is.na(mtp$screen_name), ] 
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mtp <- rbind(mtp, data.frame(screen_name = "realDonaldTrump", 

user_partyc = "R")) 

ptr <- 

rtweet::read_twitter_csv("../poliorien/data/cong116_politician_twitter.

csv") 

ptr <- ptr[, c("screen_name", "party")] 

colnames(ptr) <- c("screen_name", "user_partyc") 

mtp <- mtp[!tolower(mtp$screen_name) %in% tolower(ptr$screen_name), ] 

mtp <- rbind(mtp, ptr) 

 

saveRDS(mtp, "data/elect_mention/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_active_few1-10_user_partyc.rds") 

#mtp <- dplyr::left_join(mtp, mt[, c("user_id", "screen_name")], by = 

"user_id") 

 

musr <- stringr::str_extract_all(rt3$text, pattern = "@([A-z0-9]|_)+")  

length(unique(tolower(musr))) 

saveRDS(musr, "data/elect_mention/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_mention_active_mentioned_user_names.rds") 

source("R/get_mention_party.R") 

mentioned_user_party <- mtp 

t1 <- Sys.time() 

m_party <- lapply(musr[1:1000], get_mention_party) 

t2 <- Sys.time() 

t2-t1 

 

t1 <- Sys.time() 

m_party <- get_mention_party(musr[1:1000], mtp) 

t2 <- Sys.time() 

t2-t1 

 

saveRDS(m_party, "data/elect_mention/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-

5000_mention_active_mentioned_user_names_conversation_party.rds") 

m_party <- 

readRDS("data/elect_mention/election2020_seed_users_20210131-

20210601_1-

5000_mention_active_mentioned_user_names_conversation_party.rds") 

 

###########################################################3 

 

get_intergroup <- function(user_party, m_party) { 

  if (m_party %in% c("D", "R")) { 

    if (m_party == user_party) return("ingroup") 

    else return("outgroup") 

  } else return(m_party) 

} 

 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, intergroup = mapply(get_intergroup, 

user_partyc, m_party)) 

 

 

saveRDS(rtw, 

"data/data4analysis/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-20210601_1-

5000_active_preprocessed_tweet_level2_new_p2ns.rds") 
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rtw <- 

readRDS("data/data4analysis/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_active_preprocessed_tweet_level2.rds") 

 

 

 

Codes for Multilevel Models 

# non-scientific number 

options(scipen=99) 

#######################################################################

###### 

############################### User-level Models 

########################### 

 

 

#######################################################################

###### 

######################## Congress Politician data 

########################### 

dfu <- 

readRDS("data/data4analysis/cong_politician_data4dissertation_analysis_

user_level_new_p2ns.rds") 

#dfu$retweet_sent <- dfu$statuses_sent - dfu$wave_origin_tweet_count 

dfu$popularity_gain_log <- scale(log(dfu$popularity_gain+1)) 

 

dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1) 

 

############## descriptive statistics 

 

means <- lapply(dplyr::select(dfu2, follower_gain_day, likes_gain, 

retweets_gain, e2r,  

                              p2ns, e2rSD, p2nsSD, followers_count, 

friend_gain_day,  

                              retweet_sent, wave_origin_tweet_count, 

friends_count, 

                              statuses_count, favourites_count), mean, 

na.rm = T) 

 

SD <- lapply(dplyr::select(dfu2, follower_gain_day, likes_gain, 

retweets_gain, e2r,  

                              p2ns, e2rSD, p2nsSD, followers_count, 

friend_gain_day,  

                              retweet_sent, wave_origin_tweet_count, 

friends_count, 

                           statuses_count, favourites_count), sd, na.rm 

= T) 

 

cortable <- cor(dplyr::select(dfu2, e2r, p2ns,e2rSD, p2nsSD, 

followers_count, 

                              friend_gain_day, retweet_sent, 

wave_origin_tweet_count),  

                use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

write.csv(cortable, 

"results/cong_politician_user_level_correlation.csv") 
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############################ social capital 

################################# 

hist(dfu2$follower_gain_day) 

outliers <- boxplot(dfu2$follower_gain_day, plot=FALSE)$out 

dfu3 <- dfu2[-which(dfu2$follower_gain_day %in% outliers),] 

 

## use this one 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(follower_gain_day) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                        I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                        scale(e2rSD) + 

                        scale(p2nsSD) + 

                        user_partyc + 

                        scale(followers_count) +  

                        scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                        scale(retweet_sent) + 

                        scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                        (1|user_id), dfu3) 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_capital_mod1.rds

") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_capital_

mod1.rds") 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(follower_gain_day) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu3) 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

################################ popularity 

################################# 

dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1) 

hist(scale(log(dfu2$retweets_gain+.1))) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweets_gain+.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 
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                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu2) 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_popularity_mod1.

rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_populari

ty_mod1.rds") 

 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweets_gain+.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu2) 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_popularity_mod2.

rds") 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

 

 

################################ likability 

################################# 

dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1) 

hist(log(dfu2$likes_gain+.1)) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(likes_gain+.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 
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                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu2) 

 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_likability_mod1.

rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politicians_user_level_multilevel_likabili

ty_mod1.rds") 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(likes_gain+.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

summary(mod) 

confint(mod) 

 

## diagnostic 

### level-one residual 

mod <- mod1 

hist(rstudent(mod)) 

lattice::xyplot(rstudent(mod) ~ fitted(mod), data = dfu2, 

                type = c("smooth", "p"), ylab = "Studentized 

residuals", 

                xlab = "Predicted value") 

lattice::qqmath(mod, col = dfu2$wave) 

 

### level 2 residual (but only intercept) 

hist(unlist(lme4::ranef(mod))) 

lattice::dotplot(lme4::ranef(mod)) 

 

 

#######################################################################

###### 

############################ Election 2020 data 

############################# 
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dfu <- readRDS("data/data4analysis/election2020_user1-

20000_preprocessed_user_level3_new_p2ns.rds") 

dfu$retweet_sent <- dfu$statuses_sent - dfu$wave_origin_tweet_count 

dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1 & !verified) 

 

cor(dplyr::select(dfu2, swear, eneg, rneg, p2n, p2ns, e2r), use = 

"pairwise.complete.obs") 

psych::alpha(dplyr::select(dfu2, swear, eneg, rneg)) 

 

means <- lapply(dplyr::select(dfu2, follower_gain_day, likes_gain, 

retweets_gain, e2r,  

                              p2ns, e2rSD, p2nsSD, followers_count, 

friend_gain_day,  

                              retweet_sent, wave_origin_tweet_count, 

friends_count, 

                              statuses_count, favourites_count), mean, 

na.rm = T) 

 

SD <- lapply(dplyr::select(dfu2, follower_gain_day, likes_gain, 

retweets_gain, e2r,  

                           p2ns, e2rSD, p2nsSD, followers_count, 

friend_gain_day,  

                           retweet_sent, wave_origin_tweet_count, 

friends_count, 

                           statuses_count, favourites_count), sd, na.rm 

= T) 

 

cortable <- cor(dplyr::select(dfu2, e2r, p2ns,e2rSD, p2nsSD, 

followers_count, 

                              friend_gain_day, retweet_sent, 

wave_origin_tweet_count),  

                use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

write.csv(cortable, "results/elect2020_user_level_correlation.csv") 

 

############################ social capital 

################################# 

hist(dfu2$follower_gain_day) 

outliers <- boxplot(dfu2$follower_gain_day, plot=FALSE)$out 

dfu3 <- dfu2[-which(dfu2$follower_gain_day %in% outliers),] 

hist(dfu3$follower_gain_day) 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(follower_gain_day) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu3) 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_capital_mod1.rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_capital_mod1.rd

s") 

summary(mod1) 
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confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(follower_gain_day) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu3) 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_capital_mod2.rds") 

mod2 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_capital_mod2.rd

s") 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

################################ popularity 

################################# 

dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1) 

hist(log(dfu2$retweets_gain_day+.01)) 

 

 

dful <- dfu2[dfu2$retweets_gain > 0, ] 

hist(log(dful$retweets_gain)) 

hist(scale(log(dful$retweets_gain))) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweets_gain)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                           I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                           scale(e2rSD) + 

                           scale(p2nsSD) + 

                           user_partyc + 

                           scale(followers_count) +  

                           scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                           scale(retweet_sent) + 

                           scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                           (1|user_id), dful) 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_popularity_mod1.rds") 

mod1.2 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_popularity_mod1

.rds") 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 
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mod2.2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweets_gain)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dful) 

 

summary(mod2.2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

 

 

################################ likability 

################################# 

#dfu2 <- subset(dfu, wave > 1) 

hist(scale(log(dfu2$likes_gain+.1))) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(likes_gain+0.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_likability_mod1.rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_likability_mod1

.rds") 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(likes_gain+0.1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) + 

                         scale(e2rSD) + 

                         scale(p2nsSD) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         I(scale(p2ns)^2) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  
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                         scale(friend_gain_day) + 

                         scale(retweet_sent) + 

                         scale(wave_origin_tweet_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), dfu2) 

 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/elect2020_user_level_multilevel_likability_mod2.rds") 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

 

## diagnostic 

### level-one residual 

mod <- mod1 

hist(rstudent(mod)) 

lattice::xyplot(rstudent(mod) ~ fitted(mod), data = dfu2, 

                type = c("smooth", "p"), ylab = "Studentized 

residuals", 

                xlab = "Predicted value") 

lattice::qqmath(mod, col = dfu2$wave) 

 

### level 2 residual (but only intercept) 

hist(unlist(lme4::ranef(mod))) 

lattice::dotplot(lme4::ranef(mod)) 

 

 

 

#######################################################################

###### 

############################## Tweet-level Models 

########################### 

 

 

#######################################################################

###### 

######################## Congress Politician data 

########################### 

 

rtw <- readRDS("data/data4analysis/cong_politician_tweets_20210211-

20210528_few_intergroup_preprocessed_tweet_level3_new_p2ns.rds") 

rtw <- subset(rtw, !is_retweet) 

 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, intergroup2 = ifelse(intergroup %in% 

c("ingroup", "outgroup"), intergroup, "other")) 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, group_salient = ifelse(intergroup %in% 

c("ingroup", "outgroup", "Both"), "yes", "no")) 

 

 

############### descriptive statsitics 

means <- lapply(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, p2ns, words_count), mean, na.rm 

= T) 

 

SD <- lapply(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, p2ns, words_count), sd, na.rm = T) 
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cortable <- cor(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, 

p2ns,followers_count,statuses_count, 

                              favourites_count, words_count),  

                use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

write.csv(cortable, 

"results/cong_politician_tweet_level_correlation.csv") 

 

cortable <- cor(dplyr::select(rtw, favorite_count, retweet_count, 

followers_count),  

                use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

write.csv(cortable, 

"results/cong_politician_tweet_level_correlation.csv") 

 

#cor(dplyr::select(rtw, Swear, eNegative, rNegative, p2n, p2ns, e2r), 

use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

psych::alpha(dplyr::select(rtw, Swear, eNegative, rNegative)) 

 

 

################################ popularity 

################################# 

 

hist(log(rtw$retweet_count+1)) 

outliers <- boxplot(log(rtw$retweet_count+1), plot=FALSE)$out 

rtw2 <- rtw[-which(log(rtw$retweet_count+1) %in% outliers),] 

hist(log(rtw2$retweet_count+1)) 

 

rtwl <- subset(rtw, retweet_count > 0) 

hist(log(rtwl$retweet_count)) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweet_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_popularity_mod1.

rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_populari

ty_mod1.rds") 

 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweet_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 
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                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_popularity_mod2.

rds") 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

#rtw2$intergroup2 <- factor(rtw2$intergroup2, levels = c("other", 

"ingroup","outgroup")) 

mod3 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(retweet_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc +  

                         scale(e2r) * group_salient + 

                         scale(p2ns) * intergroup2 + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

saveRDS(mod3, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_popularity_mod3.

rds") 

 

summary(mod3) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod3) 

 

 

################################ likability 

################################# 

 

hist(log(rtw$favorite_count+1)) 

outliers <- boxplot(log(rtw$favorite_count+1), plot=FALSE)$out 

rtw2 <- rtw[-which(log(rtw$favorite_count+1) %in% outliers),] 

hist(log(rtw2$favorite_count+1)) 

 

mod1 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(favorite_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likability_mod1.

rds") 
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mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likabili

ty_mod1.rds") 

 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

 

mod2 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(favorite_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likability_mod2.

rds") 

mod2 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likabili

ty_mod2.rds") 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

mod3 <- lmerTest::lmer(scale(log(favorite_count+1)) ~ scale(e2r) + 

scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc +  

                         scale(e2r) * group_salient + 

                         scale(p2ns) * intergroup2 + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw2) 

 

saveRDS(mod3, 

"results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likability_mod3.

rds") 

mod3 <- 

readRDS("results/models/cong_politician_tweet_level_multilevel_likabili

ty_mod3.rds") 

 

summary(mod3) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod3) 

 

## diagnostic 
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### level-one residual 

mod <- mod2 

hist(rstudent(mod)) 

lattice::xyplot(rstudent(mod) ~ fitted(mod), data = rtw, 

                type = c("smooth", "p"), ylab = "Studentized 

residuals", 

                xlab = "Predicted value") 

lattice::qqmath(mod, col = rtw$wave) 

 

### level 2 residual (but only intercept) 

hist(unlist(lme4::ranef(mod))) 

lattice::dotplot(lme4::ranef(mod)) 

 

 

#######################################################################

###### 

######################### Elect2020 data 

#################################### 

rtw <- 

readRDS("data/data4analysis/election2020_seed_users_tweets_20210131-

20210601_1-5000_active_preprocessed_tweet_level2_new_p2ns.rds") 

rtw <- subset(rtw, !is_retweet) 

 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, intergroup2 = ifelse(intergroup %in% 

c("ingroup", "outgroup"), intergroup, "other")) 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, group_salient = ifelse(intergroup %in% 

c("ingroup", "outgroup", "Both"), "yes", "no")) 

 

rtw <- dplyr::mutate(rtw, retweets01 = ifelse(retweet_count == 0, 0, 

1),  

                      likes01 = ifelse(favorite_count == 0, 0, 1)) 

 

means <- lapply(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, p2ns, words_count), mean, na.rm 

= T) 

 

SD <- lapply(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, p2ns, words_count), sd, na.rm = T) 

 

cortable <- cor(dplyr::select(rtw, e2r, 

p2ns,followers_count,statuses_count, 

                              favourites_count, words_count, ),  

                use = "pairwise.complete.obs") 

write.csv(cortable, "results/elect2020_tweet_level_correlation.csv") 

 

################################ popularity 

################################# 

 

hist(log(rtw$retweet_count+1)) 

outliers <- boxplot(log(rtw$retweet_count+1), plot=FALSE)$out 

rtw2 <- rtw[-which(log(rtw$retweet_count+1) %in% outliers),] 

hist(log(rtw2$retweet_count+1)) 

 

rtwl <- subset(rtw, retweet_count > 0) 

hist(log(rtwl$retweet_count)) 

 

mod1 <- lme4::glmer(retweets01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                      user_partyc + 

                      scale(followers_count) +  
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                      scale(friends_count) + 

                      scale(statuses_count) + 

                      scale(favourites_count) + 

                      scale(words_count) + 

                      (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod1, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popularity_mo

d1.rds") 

mod1 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popul

arity_mod1.rds") 

 

summary(mod1) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1) 

 

mod2 <- lme4::glmer(retweets01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod2, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popularity_mo

d2.rds") 

mod2 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popul

arity_mod2.rds") 

 

summary(mod2) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2) 

anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

mod3 <- lme4::glmer(retweets01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc +  

                         scale(e2r) * group_salient + 

                         scale(p2ns) * intergroup2 + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                         (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod3, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popularity_mo

d3.rds") 

mod3 <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_popul

arity_mod3.rds") 
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summary(mod3) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod3) 

 

 

################################ likability 

################################# 

 

hist(log(rtw$favorite_count+.1)) 

outliers <- boxplot(log(rtw$favorite_count+1), plot=FALSE)$out 

rtw2 <- rtw[-which(log(rtw$favorite_count+1) %in% outliers),] 

hist(log(rtw2$favorite_count+1)) 

 

 

mod1l <- lme4::glmer(likes01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                      (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod1l, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likability_mo

d1.rds") 

mod1l <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likab

ility_mod1.rds") 

 

summary(mod1l) 

confint(mod1) 

performance::icc(mod1l) 

 

 

mod2l <- lme4::glmer(likes01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc + 

                         scale(e2r) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(p2ns) * user_partyc + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                      (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod2l, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likability_mo

d2.rds") 

mod2l <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likab

ility_mod2.rds") 

 

summary(mod2l) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod2l) 
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anova(mod2, mod1) 

 

mod3l <- lme4::glmer(likes01 ~ scale(e2r) + scale(p2ns) + 

                         user_partyc +  

                         scale(e2r) * group_salient + 

                         scale(p2ns) * intergroup2 + 

                         scale(followers_count) +  

                         scale(friends_count) + 

                         scale(statuses_count) + 

                         scale(favourites_count) + 

                         scale(words_count) + 

                      (1|user_id), rtw, family = 'binomial') 

 

saveRDS(mod3l, 

"results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likability_mo

d3.rds") 

mod3l <- 

readRDS("results/models/elect2020_tweet_level_multilevel_logistic_likab

ility_mod3.rds") 

 

summary(mod3l) 

confint(mod2) 

performance::icc(mod3l) 

 

#### end #### 
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